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The Legal Levers for Health Equity through Housing Report Series

This is the third in a series of reports exploring the role of law in housing equity and innovative uses of law to improve health equity through housing. The reports are based on extensive literature scans and semi-structured interviews with people who are taking action in housing policy and practice. The full series includes: Report I: A Vision of Health Equity in Housing; Report II: Legal Levers for Health Equity in Housing: A Systems Approach; Report IV: Creative People and Places Building Health Equity in Housing; Report V: Governing Health Equity in Housing; Report VI: Health Equity through Housing: A Blueprint for Systematic Legal Action.
"People can make healthier choices if they live in neighborhoods that are safe, free from violence, and designed to promote health. Ensuring opportunities for residents to make healthy choices should be a key component of all community and neighborhood development initiatives. Where we live, learn, work, and play really does matter to our health. Creating healthy communities will require a broad range of players—urban planning, education, housing, transportation, public health, health care, nutrition and others—to work together routinely and understand each other’s goals and skills."


**Introduction**

The law is one of many forces that has given us a country with less healthy housing than we need, and more segregation and inequality than we should tolerate. Changing laws that sustain health inequity in housing, enforcing laws that promote housing equity, and enacting new laws to support change, are important elements of a strategic plan to change the housing system in America. Achieving legal change can be difficult, given powerful conflicting interests, but it is possible. A less obvious but equally important challenge is figuring out what reforms and innovations to advocate. Laws that don’t work, or cause harm, squander the efforts that went into enacting and enforcing them. Worse, as long as they are perceived as “solutions,” they can stand in the way of further policy innovation and reform. Successful use of the many legal levers we described in Report Two in this series depends heavily on our understanding of whether and how they work alone and in combination.

The deficits in our knowledge of the law’s impact on housing cannot be understated. Laws make big promises, but rarely are the intended and side effects of law tested by strong, timely research. This report takes a cold-eyed view at the evidence base. This foundation of evidence is, by any conventional measure, thin. Aside from evaluations of the federal Moving to Opportunity program, programs providing free legal representation to tenants in housing court, and the Family Self Sufficiency program, we did not
find randomized controlled trials or sophisticated quasi-experimental studies on the impact of law on housing-related outcomes. Rather, the literature is largely comprised of what would ordinarily be considered low-quality evidence: observational studies of one or a few instances over short time spans without strong design elements to support causal inference. There are few studies exploiting changes in policy as a rigorous, natural experiment over time. Most studies are peer-reviewed, but not-for-profit groups’ reports comprise much of the literature in some domains. We therefore do not explicitly rate the strength of evidence, but start with the general caveat that virtually all our knowledge of the workings of the legal levers we describe should be approached with caution.

In this report we provide an in-depth account of the evidence base for each lever. (A table in the Appendix offers a concise summary of some of the most important things we don’t know.) Our findings can be seen as a blueprint for badly needed research, but that’s not our primary purpose. Rather, this report is meant to wipe the slate of misconceptions and unwarranted confidence in legal levers, to help us better structure future efforts as the experiments they are.

**Domain 1: Increasing the Supply of New Affordable Housing**

**The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program (LIHTC)**

Between 1987 and 2016, the federal government subsidized the building of more than 3 million housing units through LIHTC. The program has an annual budget of nearly $8 billion, and between 1995 and 2016 has created an average of 108,810 units per year. Nonetheless, demand for affordable housing

“Despite advances in technology and increased collaboration among innovators across disciplines, we still lack the empirical research necessary to illuminate best practices in housing law and policy. ... There’s so much more that we can do to evaluate laws and policy proposals. For example, we should be conducting research that determines how policy changes will affect real lives and to surface strategies that will work. ... Let’s start asking the people most affected by poor housing conditions and other social problems, ‘What would you change? What barriers have you experienced in the past? How would you address them?’ ... We need to better understand and more accurately define the problem, and to test any proposed solutions to truly improve housing and the health outcomes that stem from it. Without this examination, we are engaged in guesswork that could have unintended consequences.”

– Emily A. Benfer, Columbia Law School
continues to outpace supply. It is plausible that more tax credits would lead to more units, but the “big” empirical policy question is whether a system of tax credits is the most efficient way to build the affordable housing we need.* That question is extremely difficult, if not impossible to answer. The decentralized, public-private approach to affordable housing finance, of which LIHTC is the fulcrum, emerged from a more traditional government production model that was itself not meeting the need, and was vigorously attacked by proponents of a more conservative, free-market approach.4

In the matter of health equity in housing (HEIH), we ask how and to what extent LIHTC contributes to greater economic and racial integration. The majority of LIHTC developments are sited in low-income neighborhoods,5 which often means predominantly neighborhoods of color with fewer jobs, more pollution, and lower performing schools.6 That is a feature of the program, rather than a bug. Decisions as to the locations for LIHTC development are based on the Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP), which every state must create. The Internal Revenue Code requires that the QAP give preference to projects located in high-poverty census tracts, and gives developers in those tracts a tax credit increase of up to 30 percent. Developers respond to this incentive by building more in high-poverty neighborhoods.7 The program also incentivizes building developments that are not mixed income, as states reward developments that have more affordable units by giving more tax credits to those developers.8

These rules of the game raise concern that LIHTC contributes to racial segregation and poverty concentration.9 Overall, studies of LIHTC’s impact on segregation show mixed results with modest

* That is, assuming that LIHTC survives. By slashing the corporate tax dramatically enough to seriously reduce what corporations owe, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act dramatically decreased the demand for tax credits, but since LIHTC has bi-partisan support, however, Congress may yet maintain historical funding levels by other means. Conor Dougherty, Tax Overhaul Is a Blow to Affordable Housing Efforts, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/18/business/economy/tax-housing.html.
effects either way. While LIHTC might not contribute actively to increased racial segregation and poverty concentration, it is clear that it is not a major force for racial and socioeconomic integration.10 Another concern is that owners of LIHTC properties may seek relief from the affordability obligation after as few as 15 years, which in the life-cycle of affordable housing that could take a decade to plan and build, is a short time.11

There are efforts to make LIHTC a stronger force for socioeconomic integration. Some states have included provisions in the QAP that encourage siting of developments outside of high-poverty areas. A pre-post analysis of LIHTC developments in San Antonio found that after a provision was added to Texas’ QAP to award points to developments in high opportunity areas, more LIHTC units were sited in low-poverty neighborhoods.12 Similarly, since 2013, New Jersey’s QAP requires 60 percent of the tax credits to be allocated in low-poverty areas, such as prosperous suburbs. This change has been shown to increase the number of LIHTC developments next to public transit, placing half of the credits in “job-center municipalities,” and in “proficient school districts.”13 Authors of a HUD report published in 2015 analyzed changes in the QAPs of 21 states between 2002 and 2010, and found that various types of opportunity provisions impact the siting outcomes of LIHTC developments.14 The report shows considerable variation in how states define an opportunity area, the mechanism through which the state incorporates opportunity in the QAP (set asides, point changes, or others), and the impact of the provision on locational outcomes. The effects of QAP innovations on LIHTC housing will continue to be an important research need.

Land Use Regulation

Land use regulation (or zoning) is a primary instrument of planning that potentially has effects on health equity in housing across all the domains of our model.

“In addition to producing new LIHTC units, we need to preserve existing LIHTC units that were developed 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 years ago, whose affordability restrictions are expiring and are in need of new resources to keep them affordable, and keep them in the affordable inventory.”

– Beth McConnell, Philadelphia Association of Community Development Corporations

“[LIHTC is] probably the single most inefficient way one could possibly imagine to produce affordable housing. But … it has survived because there’s a whole bunch of intermediaries, lawyers, accountants who make money off of it in the transaction costs that keep it politically alive, which is sad, but people have to play the game because it’s literally the only game in town.”

– Tim Iglesias, University of San Francisco School of Law
It can influence the cost of new housing, and can be a means of affirmatively encouraging, or preventing, integration. Zoning law also governs what types of land uses exist near housing (e.g., factories, dumps, payday loan stores) that can impact residents’ health, particularly in neighborhoods of color. The classical economic argument against zoning is that it raises costs, which constricts the supply of affordable housing, and that the most expeditious way to get people the housing they need is not to subsidize rent, but to relax regulations that restrict supply. There is evidence to support this theoretical position, although it varies both in significance and magnitude. In its broadest form, the claim ignores the potential benefits of land use regulation, and its many particular forms. In contrast to the traditional economic position, two urban economists assert that deregulating zoning to allow for higher density is not the answer to the lack of affordable housing. They argue that too much emphasis is placed on housing supply as the solution, rather than addressing issues of income inequalities and their effect on the demand for housing in urban areas.

Land use regulations can be divided into five categories: limits of density and intensity, design and performance standards, shifting costs (such as sewerage) from locality to developer, banning development on specific lots, and controls on growth. The majority of studies that attempt to estimate the impact of land use regulation use crude measures to capture the regulation, so we remain in the dark as to the costs and benefits of particular elements of regulation. A review of empirical evidence concluded that “the most promising strategy for improving our understanding of the economic effects of zoning and land use restrictions would be to devote resources to measuring regulatory conditions systematically in a large cross-section of cities and metropolitan areas.”

“[E]xclusionary zoning . . . is a major factor, maybe the major factor in the persistence of racial residential segregation. . . In my view, exclusionary zoning is a really key factor, and if we could deal with exclusionary zoning and flip it and get inclusionary zoning, that would make a huge difference.”

– Alexander Polikoff, Business and Professional People for the Public Interest

Vacant Properties, Land Banks, and Land Trusts

In 2017, 9.3 percent of housing units in the U.S. were estimated to be vacant year-round. Vacant lots and properties have been shown to be associated with neighborhood crime, illicit drug use, and reduced perception of safety. Some 500 jurisdictions have

† In October 2019, the Minneapolis City Council adopted a resolution to approve Minneapolis 2040, a comprehensive plan that includes the city’s intent to allow duplexes and triplexes to be developed in places currently zoned only for single-family homes. MINNEAPOLIS 2040 – THE CITY’S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (2019), https://minneapolis2040.com/pdf/. See Erick Trickey, How Minneapolis Freed Itself from the Stranglehold of Single-Family Homes, POLITICO MAGAZINE (July 11, 2019), https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/07/11/housing-crisis-single-family-homes-policy-227265.
enacted vacant property registration ordinances. The popularity of these ordinances does not translate to research and evaluation. We found only one study that suggests that these registration requirements actually reduce vacancy rates.26

Once the property is vacant, land banks are a popular mechanism to acquire and dispose of the land with reasonable dispatch. Along with securing a marketable title, land banks can (or should) become integral to the community development and planning process, helping to define and promote desirable uses of vacant property.27 A limited evaluation of literature finds mostly positive results. An implementation study of five land banks shows how “a land bank can operate as a local government authority to transcend the legal and structural impediments to conversion” of vacant properties to “assets.”28 The challenge in major land banking cities, where tens of thousands of properties may be vacant, is scaling up disposition.29 While land banks can have measurable success locally,30 there is a question of whether they can be scaled to address the magnitude of the vacancy problem. For example, if the Philadelphia Land Bank disposed of 500 vacant parcels per year, and not a single new parcel became vacant, it would take about 83 years for Philadelphia to dispose of all of its 40,000 vacant properties.31 Scaling up is possible in theory, and would be expected to increase the magnitude of benefits compared to mechanisms like sheriff’s sales, but it also increases administrative costs considerably.32 This is particularly problematic since research shows that the major challenge for land banks is funding.33 While there is general agreement, mainly from non-peer reviewed evaluations, that land banks are a force for good in communities, it is unclear if they can be scaled to address systemic vacancy in cities with distressed housing stock.

Another mechanism to increase the utilization of vacant land parcels is a community land trust. Similarly to land banks, community land trusts show a lot of promise, but do not seem to scale. Compared to

“There is a great push-pull even within the ... administration on whether the land bank should be acquiring and disposing the property that it has for market rate to bring in revenue, to fund the land bank’s operations versus for affordable housing. So, there’s a lot of frustration that not enough of the land in the land bank is going to affordable housing. And then you’ll also hear from some of the land bank staff, ‘Well you don’t have any money to build it, so why am I giving you land?’... So, this has been a little bit of a challenge. I think it’s a great tool and it holds great promise, but we haven’t quite figured out how to use it in a way that really advances equity, which is what we wanted.”

– Beth McConnell, Philadelphia Association of Community Development Corporations
other homeowners, community land bank homeowners had a much lower rate of completed foreclosures throughout the foreclosure crisis of 2008-2010.\textsuperscript{34} This was due, in part, to the fact that the land trust helped delinquent homeowners sell their houses and avoid foreclosure.\textsuperscript{35} A few case studies on specific land trusts show that they were able to help low-income people achieve homeownership, while retaining affordable housing.\textsuperscript{36} A national study of community land trusts in 2006 found that nearly 190 land trusts throughout the U.S. hold 6,495 units.\textsuperscript{37}

**Building Codes**

Like land use regulations, building codes are mechanisms to promote safety\textsuperscript{38} and support rational planning, but also they affect the cost of new housing.\textsuperscript{39} Empirical interest in the basic costs and benefits of building codes seems to have peaked in the 1970s and 1980s. A 1969 report to the Douglas Commission on Urban Problems identified several building codes as wasteful practices.\textsuperscript{40} While multiple early studies found that more restrictive building codes (often unclear how defined) led to an increase in cost of construction,\textsuperscript{41} a study that aimed to determine the magnitude of the increase found that “the effects of local building codes on housing costs is, at most, small.”\textsuperscript{42}

Building codes can be separated into various types. Fire codes, plumbing codes, and general safety codes are directly related to public health.\textsuperscript{43} On the other hand, regulations on room dimensions, though they may reflect older notions of public health, are harder to justify epidemiologically and may unnecessarily inflate housing costs; the general trend is for these type of codes to reduce in scope in recent years.\textsuperscript{44}

A review of the current literature suggests that there is a need for an update to address today’s code and technology. As in the broader land use law literature, the majority of existing studies utilize a more or less fuzzy measure of restrictiveness, and measure cost without consideration of the potential benefits of these codes. For the policymaker, it is imperative to know if the increased cost of codes has a greater societal benefit, but we found only a few studies conducting this type of cost-benefit analysis of building codes.\textsuperscript{45} One study helped distinguish code requirements that improve safety (fire codes/structural requirements) from those that are outdated or excessive.\textsuperscript{46}

**Domain 2: Maintaining Existing Housing**

**Affordable, Stable, and Safe**

**Housing Code Enforcement**

Housing codes have existed in the U.S. since New York enacted the first systematic building and housing code, the Tenement Housing Act of 1867. Today most municipalities in the U.S. have adopted local housing codes, and have established agencies that enforce them.\textsuperscript{47} While there is a small body of literature suggesting that code enforcement improves housing quality\textsuperscript{48} and reduces incidence of childhood lead poisoning,\textsuperscript{49} the effects on the housing market are still largely unevaluated. A study of enhanced lead enforcement in Rochester, NY found no negative impact on housing markets.\textsuperscript{50} A case study from Minneapolis supports these results.\textsuperscript{51} However, an older study of three cities found that strict housing code enforcement contributed to urban blight.\textsuperscript{52} Given differing results and limited evidence, the debate remains open and policymakers who want to improve the adequacy of the rental housing stock without increasing rents are left in the dark. Research is needed on the impact strict housing code enforcement may have on factors such as rent levels, eviction rates, and number of rental units on the market. In addition, evaluation is needed on the effectiveness and impacts of potentially promising models, such as strategic code enforcement.\textsuperscript{53}
Many communities face challenges in their efforts to enforce housing codes. Some of these barriers include insufficient resources for code enforcement, use of enforcement mechanisms that do not aid in achieving compliance, vague code language, and unattainable standards (e.g., “middle-class” standards that are hard to achieve in lower income markets). In addition, most cities use a complaint-based enforcement system, which relies on residents to be proactive in reporting violations. A study of landlords and tenants in Milwaukee offers compelling evidence that renters face significant legal and practical barriers to enforcing housing standards themselves. Landlords may retaliate against tenants who make direct complaints to city authorities, and tenants whose rent is in arrears may be prevented from raising code violations in a defense to eviction. These findings suggest that any new approach to code enforcement must consider the inequity, and possible futility, of relying on tenant complaints to drive the process.

Landlord-Tenant Law

One-third of Americans rent their home. High transaction costs and the dynamics of the rental market can result in unequal bargaining power between landlords and tenants. A variety of laws regulate the relationship between landlords and tenants, including the implied warranty of habitability and state landlord-tenant laws. The 1970s “revolution” in landlord-tenant law, which saw the wider adoption of laws favoring renters, sparked a vigorous debate about the effects that tenant rights and the implied warranty of habitability would have on the poor: did more legal protection for tenants enhance housing quality and well-being, or push rents up and the supply of units down? “Despite all the ink spilled in this debate, little empirical research has been conducted to inform either position.”

The state of the evaluation of other landlord-tenant law is not much better. A 1980 study using mixed methods to evaluate the utilization of landlord-tenant

“In Alabama, a tenant isn’t allowed to withhold rent, or do repairs and bill the landlord, or anything like that. If they have problems with the unit, they have to vacate or sue, neither of which are really options for a low-income tenant. ... That kind of legal problem ... is a real issue in terms of protecting tenants.”

—John Pollock, Public Justice Center
laws in two cities found that legislation has had little effect on landlord and tenant litigation. Since then, we found no evaluation of the effect of landlord-tenant law on relations between the two groups, and experts seem to know little about the effect. Matthew Desmond’s study of the Milwaukee market powerfully demonstrates the failure of landlord-tenant law to give some leverage to tenants. The tenants he followed were consistently bullied by their landlords, and found little help in court. It is unclear to what extent states enforce landlord-tenant laws, and to what extent tenants know about these laws or how to use them to protect their rights. Additionally, it is unknown how parties typically operate in the shadow of these laws where many, if not most, evictions are handled informally.

**Lead Law**

Lead-based paint (LBP) hazards are regulated at the federal, state, and local level, using a variety of approaches. Federal lead laws do not impose an affirmative obligation to evaluate or address lead paint hazards, and do not authorize federal agencies to order risk reduction work. Rather, most federal LBP enforcement programs strive to promote compliance with the law and voluntary risk reduction work. At least 43 states and the District of Columbia have a lead poisoning prevention statute, and many cities enact local lead laws in an attempt to fill the gaps left by federal and state laws. Despite these laws, lead-based paint hazards continue to be a problem in many homes.

Most state-level policies are based on secondary prevention, in which children with high blood levels are identified through blood screening programs, then attempts are made to remove the hazards that caused the exposure. Maryland, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island have adopted primary prevention approaches, which require inspections and controls before children become poisoned by lead; however, more evaluation is needed on the impact of these approaches. At the

“Only 17 cities and states have any pre-rental lead hazard inspection laws that identify lead hazards before children are exposed. Children in all other private market housing and in the Housing Choice Voucher Program and project-based Section 8 units that receive less than $5,000 must develop lead poisoning, and the permanent brain damage it causes, before any meaningful lead hazard inspection is required. ... It’s not until the children have elevated blood lead levels and the neurological harm that that causes that any interventions are triggered. In addition to the unconscionable nature of a policy that uses children’s bodies to detect lead hazards, this approach costs society upwards of $10.9 billion dollars for one cohort of children in the direct costs of medical bills, special education, lead-related ADHD, lost lifetime earnings, and parental work loss.”

—Emily A. Benfer, Columbia Law School
local level, the proactive approach used in Rochester, NY, has been effective. Rochester adopted a Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Ordinance, which went into effect in 2006, and is widely recognized for its success in reducing the number of children in the county with elevated blood lead levels. Diffusion of this apparent success has been limited.

Disability Discrimination Laws

Litigation under laws that prohibit housing discrimination based on disability — including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Fair Housing Act, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act — is a lever available to help people with disabilities secure and maintain access to safe, stable housing. For example, the reasonable accommodation provisions of these laws might be used to address housing hazards such as lead and mold. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, more than 85 million people living in the U.S. had a disability in 2014. Approximately one-in-six renter households with worst case needs (defined as renters with very low incomes “who do not receive government housing assistance and who pay more than one-half of their income for rent, live in severely inadequate conditions, or both”) included a person with a disability. An analysis of the 2011 American Housing Survey indicated that less than one percent of all housing units are wheelchair accessible, 3.8 percent of units are livable for people with moderate mobility challenges, and 33.3 percent of all housing units are potentially modifiable to be accessible to people with disabilities.

In 2018, disability was the basis for 56 percent of housing discrimination complaints filed throughout the United States. Some cases of housing discrimination based on disability are resolved successfully; however, many instances of discrimination may go undetected or unreported. We did not find any evidence on the impact these laws have on overall housing stability for people with disabilities. See the Fair Housing Protections section below for further discussion on
problems with enforcement of anti-discrimination laws generally.

**Nuisance Property Ordinances**

It is estimated that more than 2,000 municipalities have nuisance or “crime-free” property ordinances. A review of laws in the 40 most populous U.S. cities shows that there is wide variation regarding the type of conduct the city defines as a nuisance, along with other key elements. There has been little research on the effects of these laws. An analysis of nuisance citations issued in Milwaukee in 2008 and 2009 found that almost one-third were generated by domestic violence incidents, and that most property owners abated these nuisances by evicting abused women. Properties in predominantly black neighborhoods had the highest likelihood of receiving a nuisance designation. The authors concluded that a nuisance property ordinance “has the effect of forcing abused women to choose between calling the police on their abusers (only to risk eviction) or staying in their apartments (only to risk more abuse)” and could explain “why women from poor black neighborhoods are evicted at significantly higher rates than men.”

An analysis of two cities in New York State found that domestic violence was the largest grouping of enforcement under both cities’ nuisance ordinances. A qualitative study interviewing 27 low-income African American women who survived domestic violence found that the ordinances hinder access to safe and secure housing, as well as discouraging them from calling 911. An empirical analysis of the effect of nuisance ordinances on domestic violence in California, published in a thesis paper, indicates that these ordinances result in a decrease in domestic violence-related 911 calls, and an increase in self-reported domestic violence incidence. Some states have enacted laws protecting the right to call for emergency assistance or otherwise preempted local nuisance ordinances.

The harm of nuisance property ordinances may not be limited to people in need of emergency intervention.

“[T]hese ordinances contain a lot of different types of provisions that target everything from dead trees on a property to calls for service and criminal activity ... we don’t have any issue with an ordinance that may be more focused on physically hazardous property conditions, building conditions. ... Our overall recommendation is that they should repeal any provisions that are based on calls for emergency or police service or criminal activity occurring at the property regardless of who’s responsible for it.”

– Sandra Park, ACLU Women’s Rights Project
Some argue that these ordinances reduce the supply of rental housing by resulting in the revocation of property rental licenses, or by discouraging homeowners from providing rental housing because they do not want to be exposed to the possibility of nuisance enforcement. While the intuition behind the argument is plausible, we found no empirical evaluation to support it.

There is a need for further research on the effects nuisance property ordinances have on people needing emergency services, black renters, and on the rental market in general. Potential positive impacts of nuisance property ordinances could be a tool for addressing vacant or poorly maintained properties, and there is some evidence that these ordinances may decrease crime rates in specific locations. The problem with these ordinances seems to be the punishment of people in emergency situations, not the duty imposed on a landlord to be responsible for hazards on the property. We did not find any studies evaluating the effects of nuisance ordinances on blight and vacant properties.

**Eviction-Related Levers: "Just-Cause," Free Legal Representation, and Eviction Record Laws**

In response to what some have called an eviction crisis, cities and states are looking for solutions to help protect renters. One solution is the enactment of just-cause eviction laws. Opponents argue that these laws, like other tenant protections, hurt low-income renters by raising the cost of affordable housing, and reducing the number of affordable units that can be built. Proponents assert that any costs are justified by the decrease in unfair and expensive evictions, which can result in localities bearing the cost of emergency housing and homelessness. Supporters also argue that just-cause protections promote housing stability, particularly in areas where landlords

“Local rent and eviction control ordinances help build communities, because people can foresee that they can be there for the foreseeable future. ... Children are not forced to relocate from schools periodically, and we know ... about the benefits of staying put. The benefits of not having to move schools, the benefits of developing relationships with local health care providers and other community members. We know the health benefits of those are well documented. So, when you have these local ordinances that allow people to remain in their homes, communities are built, and all the benefits that flow out of that and back into the individuals involved are great and they’re certainly well documented.”

– Marc Janowitz, East Bay Community Law Center
“[W]hen the city started really increasing its investment as part of the efforts to get a right to counsel, in the span of just from 2014 to 2016, the city increased representation from 1 percent to 27 percent. And in that same time period, the eviction rate went down by 24 percent. ... In terms of the ripple effect outside of the court and the justice system ... we’re hoping that we’re going to see impact on tenant health, and tenant financial stability... it’s going to take five years for the right to counsel to be implemented. So, it’s going to be awhile before we fully know what’s happening. ... [T]he city ... has an office of civil justice that is analyzing the impact of providing counsel...”

– John Pollock, Public Justice Center

might want to evict tenants to get higher rents. As with other tenant protections, in order to be effective, landlords and tenants must know about them and believe they will be enforced. As of now, despite the salience of both the just-cause approach and eviction generally, little or no research has been done to explore the implementation and effects of just-cause laws.

Just-cause and other changes in landlord-tenant law do not eliminate, and may increase, the need for legal services. In recent years there has been a push for free legal representation of low income tenants in housing courts. At least three jurisdictions—New York City, Newark, NJ, and San Francisco—have laws requiring that free legal representation in housing court be provided for tenants facing eviction. San Francisco’s law covers all tenants facing eviction, while New York City’s law and Newark’s law provide for representation for tenants under a specific income level. Some studies — including a randomized controlled trial — suggest, not surprisingly, that lawyers improve outcomes for tenants. These improvements take many forms: higher rates of staying in the unit, less money owed to landlords, more days to move in the event the tenant cannot remain in the unit, and a much higher likelihood of having an eviction not appear on the tenant’s credit history.

One report concluded that providing free representation to eligible tenants in eviction cases in New York City would provide a net cost savings of $320 million to the city. While there is not yet extensive evaluation of what happens once a city starts providing these services to all low-income tenants, the year-one report from New York City found that 84 percent of represented tenants remained in their homes and the decline in the eviction rate in the ZIP codes where right to counsel has been implemented was five times greater than the decline in other ZIP codes. Key questions for additional evaluation include: whether representation reduces informal evictions, how much added cost the measure creates for legitimate evictions, whether
systemic representation reduces the eviction filing rate, whether represented tenants are less likely to face another eviction within a defined period of time; whether renters have better long-term results regardless of whether they stay in their home, and whether a case-by-case system of dispute resolution at the point of eviction is the best use of public resources for helping low-income tenants.

Once a tenant is evicted, the eviction mark on their record may make it extremely difficult for them to find new housing, as landlords may refuse to rent to someone who has been evicted. At least one state has a law that provides some level of privacy protection regarding eviction records. California mandates that eviction case records may become public only after 60 days have passed since the filing of the complaint, and only if the plaintiff prevailed. Some other states have laws that either automatically restrict access to certain eviction records or allow courts to restrict access. The impact of such laws is unknown.

Rent Control

For most of the last 50 years, rent control has been unpopular among both economists and policymakers. A survey conducted in the 1990s found that 76 percent of economists working in the U.S. agreed that “a ceiling on rents reduces the quantity and quality of available housing.” No other of the 40 propositions in the questionnaire had a higher consensus rate. A 2009 review of economic studies found that rent control “creates many more problems than it solves,” and the negative impacts for strict and soft rent controls go beyond housing supply. One study found that, “far from eliminating segregation, at least in New Jersey, rent control has appeared to increase it.” For their part, policymakers expressed their views in a lack of new rent control legislation.

The growing pressure for affordable housing, especially in booming areas like the San Francisco Bay area and New York City, and new evidence, have begun to disrupt the dismissal of legal mechanisms for

“In looking at major policy changes, I would highlight the growth of rent control ordinances in California. Most of the ordinances that existed before 2016 were from the 1970s. And then, last year, three jurisdictions passed rent control ordinances. The growth of rent control ordinances reflects a change in organizing around rental housing. It reflects a change in the impact that housing costs are having on people. So, that’s an interesting dynamic that’s playing out, and having ripple effects across the country, as groups are organizing around rent control.”

– Shamus Roller, National Housing Law Project
controlling or stabilizing rent. Whether it is conceived as strictly controlling rents over the long term, or smoothing rents in bubble markets, supporters can point to measurable benefits for both individual renters and their communities. Rent regulation may be a tool to slow gentrification, and can be an immediate and cost-effective way to stabilize rents in booming markets. Certainly the benefits to tenants and their communities are plain. A 2018 examination of the evidence on rent stabilization found that “there is a general consensus that tenants in rent-regulated apartments stay in their apartments longer and typically benefit from rent discounts.” A study in San Francisco found that tenants living with rent control protections paid less rent than tenants without such protections, with an estimated benefit totaling about $214 million annually for San Francisco renters in regulated units. It also found that tenants living in rent-controlled units were less likely to be forced to move, and that rent control helped prevent displacement of racial minorities.

There is also some evidence and opinion to the effect that at least some forms of rent control will not inevitably reduce the supply of housing. Indeed, one economist recently went so far as to suggest that in some rental markets rent control could increase housing supply – if developers do not generate enough profit from rents from existing units, they might have an incentive to build more units. This is consistent with evidence from California showing that substantially more apartments are being built in cities with rent control policies than in those without them.

Even with these positive findings, however, the issue remains difficult. The effects of rent control may depend on the specific regulatory design: while moderate rent regulation does not appear to impact new construction, stricter rent control can result in the conversion of rental properties to condos or other owner-occupied housing.\(^{110}\) There is also the endemic problem of landlord strategic behavior to get around controls, and tenant behavior to exploit them, which requires a robust enforcement response, and which many of our interview respondents noted. Landlord misbehavior includes targeting long-term tenants with rents significantly below market for harassment or eviction, using pretexts like reclaiming the unit for an owner’s family member, and failing to maintain the unit.\(^{111}\) Tenants for their part may illegally sublet or hold on to units that are no longer a primary residence. For a community considering rent regulation in the face of rapidly rising rents or gentrification, the unanswered questions include how to write rules that minimize market losses and non-compliant behavior while ensuring that benefits go to the tenants at greatest need. In the face of an affordability crisis, however, more communities may be ready to attempt these trade-offs, and research on the overall effects of rent control on individual and community well-being remains an unmet need.

**Mortgage Foreclosure and Property Tax Foreclosure**

There is substantial evidence on the impact of foreclosure on health. Through similar mechanisms to eviction, foreclosure impacts vulnerable populations and leads to demonstrated poorer health.\(^{112}\) There is ample evidence that foreclosure is correlated with decline in mental health including an increase in the likelihood of suicide.\(^{113}\) Foreclosure also has serious implications for communities, such as: decreasing property values; deteriorating the appearances of homes; increasing crime and social disorder, population turnover, fiscal stress on local governments; and reducing the quality of local government services.\(^{114}\) In this section we examine legal levers for avoiding mortgage foreclosure and property tax foreclosure.

**Mortgage Foreclosure.** Some states have laws that protect homeowners who are at risk of losing their home to mortgage foreclosure by establishing an emergency fund or similar program to assist borrowers in default.\(^{115}\) We found very little research evaluating these types of programs. The only review we found was an analysis published by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York of the Homeowners’ Emergency Mortgage Assistance Program (HEMAP) in Pennsylvania. HEMAP was created in December 1983 by Act 91\(^{116}\) to help homeowners who were facing foreclosure due to circumstances beyond their control by providing loans to bring mortgages current, with repayment based on income.\(^{117}\) The authors of the review found the program was able to successfully reduce the number of foreclosures (with approximately 80 percent of HEMAP loan recipients having retained ownership of their homes), and there was a high rate of HEMAP loan repayment.\(^{118}\) Other states have laws providing for emergency assistance for homeowners at risk of foreclosure,\(^{119}\) but we did not find any evaluation of those laws.

In addition to emergency assistance programs, foreclosure mediation programs (sometimes called mitigation programs) can reduce mortgage foreclosure. Foreclosure mediation is a process where a neutral third party works with a homeowner and a lender in an attempt to negotiate a settlement to avoid foreclosure.\(^{120}\) At least 24 states and D.C. have foreclosure mediation programs that were established by state statute or the courts.\(^{121}\) Six of these states have automatic mediation or negotiation, which is mandatory and automatically scheduled when a foreclosure is initiated. In 18 states and D.C., the program is optional, meaning that homeowners must receive notice that mediation is available, but homeowners have to request a mediation session if they wish to participate.
Several reports analyze foreclosure mediation programs in a specific state or part of the U.S. These reports have showed consistent positive results.\textsuperscript{122} The literature indicates that one factor that is crucial to participation rates is whether or not a homeowner is automatically enrolled in a mediation program. The highest participation rate for programs where homeowners have to opt in to mediation is about 20 percent, whereas participation can be as high as 70 percent in programs with automatic enrollment. However, sizable reductions in foreclosures have been reported for both types of programs.\textsuperscript{123}

**Property Tax Foreclosure.** Many homeowners lose their homes not only to mortgage foreclosure, but also for failure to pay property taxes. A 2018 report from the University of Michigan noted that more than 47,000 occupied tax delinquent properties entered the foreclosure auction in Detroit since 2010.\textsuperscript{124} A 2014 analysis of tax sale issues in Baltimore found that a homeowner could lose their house for an unpaid tax bill as low as $250.\textsuperscript{125}

Most states have laws providing some type of property tax relief.\textsuperscript{126} There are four common types of property tax relief programs, which typically aim to help the elderly, veterans, individuals with disabilities, or people with low incomes: Homestead Exemptions or Credits,\textsuperscript{127} Circuit-Breakers,\textsuperscript{129} Property Tax Deferral Programs,\textsuperscript{130} and Property Tax Limits.\textsuperscript{131} Each of these programs use slightly different mechanisms for making property taxes more affordable for homeowners. Homestead exemptions and credits work by decreasing the appraised property value. Circuit breaker programs target low-income families and reduce property taxes through the use of a sliding scale or threshold based on income. Property tax deferral programs allow people to defer property taxes until the settlement of the estate or until the property is sold. Finally, property tax limits (including caps or freezes) exist in almost every state but do not guarantee that property taxes will not increase from year to year.\textsuperscript{132}

“Once these houses are unable to pay their property taxes within three years, they go through tax foreclosure, and once foreclosed, they go into auction, where, investors are able to buy these homes, and that’s a huge issue in the city. In some areas, it has caused further blight and depopulation when investors don’t do anything with these homes. And we have issues with blight, and vacancies, and abandonment of homes, which then have rippling effects on the neighborhood by devaluing the homes and causing further disinvestment in the neighborhood. And so, what we’re trying to do is show, it’s not just one house, it’s one house that has all these effects on all these other homes.”

– Roshanak Mehdipanah, University of Michigan School of Public Health
We found little literature reviewing these types of programs. We found only one review of a tax deferral program — California’s Property Tax Postponement (PTP) program — which discussed pros and cons of the program, but did not evaluate its impacts. The review suggested there were more advantages to the program (e.g., ability to indefinitely defer payments and not carrying costs to taxpayers) than disadvantages.

Regarding property tax limit programs, a report by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities looks at Massachusetts Proposition 2 ½, which caps property taxes, and the unintended consequences of the legislation. The analysis found that the property tax cap led to cuts in valued municipal services, including layoffs of teachers and firefighters, and closing or reducing hours for fire stations, libraries, and senior centers. We did not find any literature evaluating the impacts of circuit breaker programs, but multiple reports suggest they could be an effective approach to addressing the cost of property taxes because they target households that are being disproportionately affected by property taxes.

We found one report analyzing a program that does not fit into the categories identified above. Pursuant to a Michigan law requiring municipalities to make available a property tax exemption for residents living in poverty, Detroit established the Homeowners Property Tax Assistance Program (HPTAP). The program allows either full (100 percent) or partial (50 percent) property tax relief for homeowners living close to or below the federal poverty line. The report we found analyzing HPTAP indicated that many Detroit homeowners did not take advantage of the program because they were either unaware of its existence or faced barriers in the application process that prevented them from participating. Some of the barriers included having to fill out a form to request an application, receiving an application with a due date that has already passed, and having to submit

Foreclosure impacts vulnerable populations, and can negatively impact communities by decreasing property values, increasing crime, and causing fiscal stress on local governments and services. Photo via Pixabay.
burdensome documentation for everyone in the house.139

While there is an enormous body of literature in the area of foreclosure, there seem to be very few studies rigorously evaluating laws aimed at preventing foreclosures. Empirical research is needed to identify the effectiveness and impacts of these laws. One big question here is what is the proper balance between the social cost of unpaid property taxes versus the social cost of having vacant properties and homeless families?

“...If government agencies had sufficient enforcement resources, victims of housing discrimination would be filing many more complaints, and securing more relief. As it is, most people worry that filing a complaint is too risky. They hear that few complaints succeed and settlement amounts are small. Rather than risk losing their housing in the process, they just put up with discrimination and poor housing conditions.”

– Michael Allen, Relman, Dane & Colfax

While there is an enormous body of literature in the area of foreclosure, there seem to be very few studies rigorously evaluating laws aimed at preventing foreclosures. Empirical research is needed to identify the effectiveness and impacts of these laws. One big question here is what is the proper balance between the social cost of unpaid property taxes versus the social cost of having vacant properties and homeless families?

Domain 3: Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing

Fair Housing Protections

Though officially outlawed, housing discrimination persists in the rental, sales, and lending markets.140 (See Protections against Discriminatory and Predatory Consumer Lending section for further discussion of discrimination in lending.) The persistence of discrimination is reported both by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)141 and by non-for-profit groups helping home-seekers with their complaints — tens of thousands every year.142 The actual magnitude of housing discrimination is probably understated in complaint statistics, as many instances of discrimination go unreported. A 2017 Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-Harvard University survey reported that 45 percent of African-Americans, 25 percent of Asian-Americans, and 31 percent of Hispanic Americans report having been discriminated against when seeking housing.143 Further, there is reason to believe that many people of color are so discouraged by the persistence of segregation, and expect discrimination, that they don’t seek housing in predominantly white areas at all.

The persistence of discrimination in housing markets is evidence that half a century after the enactment of the Fair Housing Act, the law achieved neither sufficient social norm change nor deterrence to make landlords stop discriminating. Although the evidence raises concerns about anti-discrimination efforts,144 there is a dearth of literature evaluating the impact of fair housing law on racial residential segregation. There is almost no empirical evaluation of either federal or state fair housing laws’ effect on residential segregation, and the little evidence that does exist suggests that such laws may be insufficient as a tool of large-scale integration.145

Although anti-discrimination law alone could not be expected to solve the problems of racism and segregation, research on other civil rights laws suggests that enforcement could be a significant limiting factor.146 Civil rights enforcement can be deficient in several ways. First, many victims may not come forward because they do not realize they have experienced discrimination, they may not trust the complaint system or wish to invest time and energy in litigation, or simply because their focus is on trying to fill their housing needs.147 Second, the system may
not process claims efficiently, which could reduce the incentives for victims to complain and housing providers to abstain from discrimination. Less than 3 percent of HUD complaints result in a charge of discrimination, about one-third are settled, and nearly half are dismissed or withdrawn. There is also a considerable backlog of incomplete cases. Often the complaints that are resolved result in very small settlements for victims with no effective policy changes, which reduces motivation for housing providers to stop discriminating.

Third, the enforcement system may not use its investigatory mechanisms optimally. Fair housing law has been enforced in large part by funding non-governmental fair housing organizations to assist people who suffer discrimination, investigate claims, and conduct pro-active efforts like testing. The National Fair Housing Alliance (NFHA) reports on these activities, and supports organizations across the country that investigate potential discrimination in dozens of cities and states. For its part, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) brings a small but impactful number of pattern and practice cases each year. While these efforts successfully identify discriminatory activity and produce significant positive legal outcomes, NFHA recognizes that “this work receives neither the support nor respect it deserves.”

Private non-profit organizations throughout the country work to enforce laws prohibiting housing discrimination. These organizations investigate claims of housing discrimination (often through testing), and file administrative complaints and lawsuits to enforce fair housing laws. In 2018, these organizations processed more than 23,000 fair housing complaints (75 percent of the total complaints for the year), which is more than three times the amount handled by HUD, DOJ, and state and local government agencies combined. In addition to providing many other fair housing services, these organizations work with industry groups “to address fair housing issues in the rental, real estate, lending, and insurance sectors.” Over the past decade, private fair housing organizations have addressed the majority of housing discrimination complaints, and their investigations have resulted in significant individual and systemic relief.

Many of these organizations are funded through HUD’s Fair Housing Initiatives Program (FHIP). For fiscal year 2017, HUD awarded a total of $38.5 million in FHIP grants to more than 130 fair housing organizations across the country. We found only one recent study (published by HUD in 2011) assessing FHIP, which analyzed outcomes but did not evaluate the efficiency or effects of the program. The study found that FHIP organizations act as a filter, screening and helping to resolve many cases without referring them to HUD, ensuring that the majority of cases referred to HUD are within its jurisdiction. Seventy-one percent of the cases in which a FHIP organization was a complainant were closed by HUD either because of conciliation or a finding of reasonable cause that discrimination occurred. Of the complaints that were referred to HUD without involvement by a FHIP organization, only 37 percent were closed for such favorable reasons. Those conducting the study also concluded that the majority of the testing evidence associated with complaints came from FHIP organizations. An Urban Institute study from 1994 found that FHIP increased the quality of fair housing complaint processing, including aspects related to testing. Given the significant involvement of private fair housing organizations in the enforcement of fair housing laws, empirical evaluation of the impacts of FHIP is greatly needed.

**Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule**

The Fair Housing Act not only prohibits discrimination in housing-related transactions, but it also imposes a duty on HUD and its program participants to affirmatively further fair housing (“AFFH”). This duty applies to state and local governments that receive HUD funds, but has never been systematically
and vigorously enforced by HUD against recipients who have not undertaken concrete and meaningful steps to identify and overcome barriers to fair housing.\textsuperscript{164} Despite some protracted and high-profile enforcement litigation,\textsuperscript{165} noncompliance has persisted throughout the country. In 2010, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) published a report highlighting HUD’s general ineffectiveness in enforcing the AFFH mandate. Subsequently, HUD undertook to promulgate new regulations to clarify the AFFH process and standards for grantees.\textsuperscript{166}

Published in 2015, the new rule requires grantees to use an Assessment Tool prescribed by HUD to conduct and submit an Assessment of Fair Housing (“AFH”) to HUD that describes the state of (un)fair housing and a plausible course of affirmative action. The AFH must identify integration and segregation patterns, racially or ethnically concentrated areas of poverty, significant disparities in access to opportunity for any protected class, and disproportionate housing needs for any protected class.\textsuperscript{167} The AFH must include goals to overcome fair housing issues, and the public must be given an opportunity to participate in the development of the AFH.\textsuperscript{168} Program participants are encouraged to collaborate and submit a single AFH for multiple jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{169} The rule was well-received among fair housing proponents, and communities receiving HUD funds began the first round of assessments. In May of 2018, however, HUD issued a rule withdrawing the Assessment Tool, claiming that it was deficient.\textsuperscript{170} Because the Assessment Tool must be used to complete the AFH, this rule in effect suspended the AFH submission requirement. As of the publication of this report, HUD is in the process of developing a proposed rule to amend the existing AFFH regulations.

The AFFH rule could in theory promote HEIH through a number of mechanisms: the process of organizing across municipal boundaries and gathering information could on its own mobilize stakeholders and instigate cooperation for healthy, affordable and integrated housing; the information gathered through the process could raise awareness, and inspire and

“AFFH is an attempt to implement the 1968 Fair Housing Act 50 years after the fact. It’s almost pathetic to think they’re really finally stating what is the implication of this law for people who are getting federal funds to build fair housing in the suburbs or anywhere, and how does it apply to them. And so it’s a little bit sad in a way that it comes so late in the game. But it’s positive development, and it establishes the principle that we have to look more broadly. We can’t just look at each unit separately and ignore how the aggregate impact of these different housing policies generates affordable housing.”

— Paul Jargowsky, Rutgers University-Camden, Center for Urban Research and Education

“The AFFH rule itself is laudable. But I am concerned that there are not sufficient mechanisms and incentives for enforcement.”

— Liza Cristol-Deman, Brancart & Brancart
inform political action; the threat or use of HUD enforcement measures could overcome resistance to concrete action. Our interviewees generally expressed modest hopes for the mobilization and information mechanisms, but also concern that neither the rule itself nor HUD’s track record showed any commitment to use the lever of funding to force true affirmative measures. For the moment the initiative is stalled, and in this sense, the Rule is consistent with 50 years of failed or aborted efforts at HUD to strongly enforce the AFFH mandate. Because there is hope among housing advocates that the AFFH duty could be an effective way to mobilize communities to improve affordability at the metropolitan level, research on the effect of the planning mechanism would be helpful in guiding future investment in the AFFH process.

In addition to the federal mandate, eight states have an AFFH requirement in their state fair housing law. However, the impact of these state requirements on segregation levels is unknown.

**Inclusionary Zoning**

Inclusionary zoning is a legal lever that could be used to reduce the exclusionary impact of conventional zoning. Inclusionary zoning ordinances vary, but generally include the following elements: a required share of affordable units in a development; target income levels; a time limit on the affordability requirements; and a payment-in-lieu of affordable units option. Some inclusionary zoning ordinances are mandatory, while others are voluntary and use incentives such as density bonuses. In considering the evidence of its impact, it is important to recognize that inclusionary zoning is a nuanced legal mechanism that can be tailored to the needs of a specific community given the market pressures, housing resources, and the regulatory environment.

From an economic theory perspective, inclusionary zoning raises the costs of housing construction. Developers must build some units below the market price, which economists would predict would result in

“I’m sure there’s a way to create an inclusionary housing policy that does work, and does create quality affordable housing for low-income communities, and strengthens and stabilizes neighborhoods.”

– Rasheedah Phillips, Shriver Center on Poverty Law (formerly with Community Legal Services of Philadelphia)

“I think there are more than 800 policies like this across the country, most of which are mandatory, some of which are voluntary. They’re ... all designed very differently, every one is a snowflake. So, they’re all unique but the vast majority of the research that exists, shows that it does not significantly or meaningfully or at all slow down construction, if they’re designed properly ....”

– Beth McConnell, Philadelphia Association of Community Development Corporations
affordable housing that is smaller or of lower quality, and market-rate housing that is more expensive than it otherwise would have been. These specific effects — marginally higher prices for market rate houses and smaller affordable units — have been observed, but the size of the effect varies depending on location and study design, and often the overall effect on the market is small.\textsuperscript{175}

The economic critique of inclusionary zoning is merely a variant of the argument against zoning itself. The most important question for HEIH is whether inclusionary zoning provides as many (or perhaps more) affordable units as the market or other mechanisms would supply, in locations that create racial and socioeconomic integration. A recent review finds that inclusionary zoning can increase affordable housing production and integration, and indeed “produce[s] as much affordable housing as the Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) program,” though there may be trade-offs between the production and integration goals.\textsuperscript{176}

The challenge for research is to better identify what particular elements of inclusionary zoning — i.e., which regulatory strategies — are most effective in producing both goals without significant adverse effects. There has been some debate within the affordable housing community as to the ideal elements of inclusionary zoning laws (e.g., the proper balance between on-site affordable units and in-lieu fees, and which populations the law should target).\textsuperscript{177} Study of effective strategies can also inform normative debates about any tradeoffs that inclusionary zoning creates: if there are less overall housing units, but the share of affordable housing increases, do we define that as a net positive or net negative from an equity lens with the goal of promoting a culture of health?\textsuperscript{178}

---

**Fair Share and other State-Level Inclusionary Development Mandates**

While zoning is usually left to localities, some states have created inclusionary development requirements

“[S]ome of the common concerns were that, if you ... introduce subsidized housing to a middle-class community, that this could increase taxes ... there might be a greater social need, so, there’s going to be a bigger need for tax expenditures, to support social welfare programs. There’s a concern that crime will go up. There is a concern that property values will decrease, and that school quality will go down. So, we measured all these things. We compared Mount Laurel to a number of other suburban towns in South Jersey with similar demographic characteristics, similar built environment, similar transportation ... infrastructure. And, we found that, in this case, taxes did not increase. Crime rates did not go up. And, property values didn’t go down. In some cases, actually, property values went up.”

– Len Albright, Facebook (formerly with Northeastern University)
and procedures. These requirements are based on income, not race, but given how closely associated race and income are, the requirements may work as a force against racial segregation as well as poverty concentration. Litigation in Mount Laurel, NJ, led to a still-unique legal lever, a requirement that all municipalities develop/accommodate their “fair share” of affordable housing. The three-decade process of defining, implementing and applying the requirement statewide has involved local governments, courts, and the state legislature. The results of the Mount Laurel doctrine are “a proof of concept for the further development of affordable family housing, both as a social policy for promoting racial and class integration in metropolitan America and as a practical program for achieving poverty alleviation and economic mobility in society at large.”

Outcomes for low-income individuals who acquired affordable housing through the Mount Laurel litigation were better than those for similar people who remained in an area of concentrated poverty on numerous measures, including welfare use, employment, mental health, and income. However, the doctrine has neither substantially desegregated New Jersey, nor been widely adopted by other states. Commentators have argued that “economics cannot be used as a proxy for race, that economic remedies cannot be used to solve racial problems, and that steps in addition to the economic remedies are required to promote racial integration in the suburbs.”

A few other states have tried to discourage exclusionary local zoning by giving developers or other stakeholders a mechanism for overriding local decisions or expediting the appeal of unfavorable treatment. For example, the Massachusetts Comprehensive Permit Act (Chapter 40B) allows developers to seek one permit instead of applying to multiple local boards if at least 20-25 percent of the units in the developments have long term affordability restrictions. Connecticut law allows developers in municipalities with little or no affordable housing

“Chapter 40B essentially provides a backdoor entry for the development of affordable housing for communities that don’t have such housing and lack many other available options. I think 40B would be very hard to pass today in Massachusetts ... I think there should be less focus on the areas that are already deeply entrenched zoning environments, and more focus on the many areas that are relatively open but on a trajectory that could lead towards a very tough zoning environment. A bit of legal action now might be helpful in this area.”

– Edward Glaeser, Harvard University
stock to appeal unfavorable zoning and planning decisions to the superior court, and places the burden of proof on the municipality, rather than the developer, to show that its decision was necessary to protect substantial public interests.\textsuperscript{184}

There is some evaluation of these “fair share-ish” laws. For example, there is a small body of literature that argues that Chapter 40B played a role in increasing density in Massachusetts, combating exclusionary zoning,\textsuperscript{185} and generating economic activity.\textsuperscript{186} Further, research indicates that in California, New Jersey, and Massachusetts, LIHTC produces more affordable housing units per year than the statewide affordable housing programs.\textsuperscript{187} For all these state mechanisms, the questions seems to be less whether they work in promoting more affordable housing than how to overcome the political barriers to their wider adoption in areas where local rules are affirmatively furthering unfair housing.

**Domain 4: Enhancing Economic Choice for the Poor**

When housing costs exceed 30 percent of a family’s income, rent and wages are both in play. Addressing regulatory factors that inflate the cost of housing is only one way to use legal levers for housing equity. It is also important to explore putting more resources in the hands of lower-income people making housing choices, giving them more agency in deciding where to live. The question of money has special resonance in the matter of housing for people of color. As historian

There is general agreement that federal rental assistance programs can and do work to protect families from homelessness, and make housing affordable for many low-income individuals and families. Photo via Unsplash.
Richard Rothstein has documented, 20th century housing laws, policies and enforcement practices have confined millions of Americans to what were in effect ghettos, and denied them access to mortgages. This did not just influence where people lived then, when black people were barred from or hounded out of new developments like Levittown, PA; it also exposed them to a life course of higher rents, exploitative housing finance instruments, and lagging home prices, all of which set millions of people on a slower, weaker path of wealth creation. Rothstein argues that current income and wealth disparities between white and black Americans are the direct result of past government policy, and should be considered legally actionable de jure discrimination. We will consider this argument and its implications in later reports in this series, but Rothstein’s historical research highlights the importance of economic choice to health equity in housing.

In this section, we explore the evidence on the housing effects of income support, subsidy, and other measures addressed at the economic resources of low-income people. Income support mechanisms also go to the core of social inequality as a driver of public health. The legal mechanisms we discuss in this domain are meant to increase the resources available to lower income people and to protect what they have from fraud and exploitation. Because the legal drivers of poverty are generally neglected in research and policy discussions, and because the link between resources and HEIH is so important, we will go into somewhat more detail on the evidence in this domain than we have in previous ones.

**Federal Rental Assistance Programs**

There are three primary rental assistance programs in the United States aimed at making housing affordable for families with low incomes: Public Housing, Section 8 Project-Based Rental Assistance (PBRA), and the Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program. There is general agreement that these programs can protect families from homelessness and make housing affordable for many low-income individuals and families. In short, they work. There are legal elements that can detract from or enhance their effects, but the primary limitation on their impact is fiscal. None of these are entitlement programs, but rather, are funded through annual appropriations, so there is no guarantee that people in need will receive any of this assistance, and in fact, only a minority do so: 77 percent of eligible low-income renter households receive no federal rental assistance, and 92 percent of low-income adults without children (6.3 million households) receive no assistance. Law explicitly limits access to these programs via eligibility requirements, such as bans on individuals or households with a record of drug crimes. There is evidence that public housing authorities (PHAs) implement even stricter rules than those required by federal policy, and that the search for housing among re-entra...
Public Housing. There are currently approximately 1.2 million households living in public housing units across all 50 states and the District of Columbia. While the public housing program allows some low-income renters to live in subsidized housing (even if in poor condition), the discrepancy between those who participate in the program and those who apply for public housing is shocking. In 2013, Washington, D.C., closed its waiting list for the public housing program because the number of households waiting for 8,000 units had reached 70,000. There are similar stories across the country. Waiting list counts from 2012 show there were approximately 1.64 million families waiting for public housing, and it was estimated that the figure would be closer to 2 million if some of the waiting lists were not closed.

Congress has not appropriated funds to build new public housing units since the mid-1990s. The public housing program was funded for operations and maintenance at $7.428 billion for 2019, up from $7.3 billion in 2018. However, those funds have largely been inadequate to repair deteriorating properties, contributing to the loss of about 250,000 public housing units since the mid-1990s. It was estimated in 2010 that $26 billion would be required to repair or replace existing public housing units to make them decent and economically sustainable. To “preserve and improve public housing,” Congress authorized the Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program as part of the Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act of 2012. It provides for the voluntary, permanent conversion of public housing developments to the Section 8 housing program (described below), to enable the leveraging of private capital to finance the rehabilitation or replacement of properties. The program is currently being evaluated.

Section 8 Project-Based Rental Assistance. The PBRA program currently provides affordable housing to approximately 1.2 million households. Through this program, HUD contracts with private owners to provide subsidized housing to low-income residents. Funds are no longer provided for new properties under this program, but funding is available for the renewal of existing PBRA contracts. The PBRA program was funded in the amount of $11.747 billion for 2019, up from $11.515 billion in 2018. Owners can choose to opt out of the program when their contracts expire, and owners of buildings in neighborhoods with rising property values have an incentive to not renew contracts with HUD, and instead move into the private market to get higher rents. When owners opt out of the program, a housing voucher is the only support option for low-income renters. HUD reports that more owners have renewed their Section 8 contracts in recent years than in the past, which could suggest increased stability in the PBRA program. However, opting out remains more likely in neighborhoods where rent under the program is lower than fair market rent for the area, meaning that gentrification, which is potentially an opportunity for greater socio-economic integration, can instead lead to existing residents being forced to move.

Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program. Most of the literature we found evaluating federal rental assistance programs concerns the HCV program. The evidence is clear that the HCV program can help low-income renters afford housing. Housing vouchers have been shown to reduce homelessness and housing instability. The HCV program can also benefit property owners. In 2016, owners received $17.5 billion in voucher payments, which can help to pay property taxes and maintain properties in good condition. There is limited, and mixed, evidence on the question of whether and under what circumstances substantial voucher programs result in higher rents for unsubsidized units.

Given the broad evidence of the program’s positive impact on housing stability, the most obvious defect with vouchers is that they are chronically, and substantially, underfunded. Although the HCV program is the largest rental assistance program in the U.S.,
serving more than 5 million people in 2.2 million low-income households, the demand for vouchers substantially outstrips the supply: overall, only one-in-four households eligible to receive a voucher actually gets one. Most housing authorities maintain HCV waiting lists and, as of 2016, the median waiting list had a 1.5-year wait time, and 53 percent of housing authorities had closed their HCV waiting lists to new applicants.

The extensively studied Moving to Opportunity (MTO) experiment showed long-term positive effects for children of voucher families who moved into lower poverty neighborhoods. Outside of the MTO context, some studies using secondary data from HUD or a PHA have found that vouchers reduced poverty concentration and/or racial segregation in particular places. However, neighborhood gains may be disproportionately experienced by white voucher holders compared to minority voucher holders. Notwithstanding these narrow advances and the positive results for MTO participants, multiple studies indicate that overall the HCV program as a whole has not dramatically deconcentrated poverty or increased racial integration. Several implementation problems with the HCV program have been identified. Some of these include discrimination by landlords, frictions arising from the PHA process for approving units and leases, time limits places on the voucher holder to find a unit, barriers to use vouchers across PHA boundaries, and the method used to determine the amount of the subsidy. These contribute to the striking fact that nearly one-third of recipients do not use their vouchers.

A large proportion of households report refusal to rent by landlords based on their use of a voucher. A pilot study found that across five sites surveyed, rates of voucher denials by landlords ranged from 15 percent (Washington, DC) to 78 percent (Fort Worth, TX), with 59 percent of the total tests conducted resulting in voucher denials by landlords. Only 11 states and D.C. have laws that prohibit discrimination based on source of income (SOI) including receipt of a housing voucher. SOI protections have been found to increase voucher utilization, and may be associated with more voucher holders moving to lower poverty areas. Important research gaps include the impacts
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of SOI discrimination—actual and perceived—on the housing search; the extent to which patterns of discrimination and segregation are based on SOI and/or race, having children, or other protected classes; the degree to which landlords are even aware of prohibitions against SOI discrimination; and the mechanisms through which SOI antidiscrimination laws increase voucher utilization in higher opportunity neighborhoods.233

Housing authority rules and processes add friction to the process of using a voucher. For landlords to be eligible to accept HCVs, their units must be inspected to ensure that they meet program standards. Numerous studies document that the time this process takes (for both the inspection and the related paperwork) acts as a deterrent to landlords whose property goes unrented until the process is completed.234 Tenants are also under time pressure. Under federal regulations, a voucher holder’s request for PHA approval of tenancy must be submitted during a specific time frame. The regulations set a minimum search period of 60 days, with extensions allowed at the PHA’s discretion.235 Most PHAs set a voucher term of 60 days, with extensions up to 120 days.236 Studies document how long it can often take to find an available unit, get landlord approval, secure a successful PHA inspection, and complete all the paperwork.237 For poor people trying to move to a neighborhood of opportunity, transportation problems can add to the delay.238 A review of this literature documents that the “use it or lose it” mentality, as well as the cost associated with looking at homes, drives many voucher holders to settle for lower quality housing, or housing in less desirable neighborhoods, than they might be able to find with more time.239 Time constraints are one reason that some applicants who make it off the wait list end up losing their vouchers altogether.240 A lack of information and resources for finding a unit can also interfere with a household’s ability to take full advantage of a voucher.241

In theory, vouchers are portable, meaning they can be used in any PHA jurisdiction, regardless of which PHA issues them.242 Voucher portability has been called “one of the most powerful tools for poverty de-concentration,” and research demonstrates that this option, on average, decreases the level of racial and income segregation in voucher recipient neighborhoods.243 Yet the way the program operates leaves receiving PHAs responsible for a variety of administrative burdens (e.g., unit inspection and rent determination), but does not provide additional funds or vouchers for either the receiving or the sending PHAs, and thus offers little incentive to encourage use of the option.244 In addition, voucher holders seeking to move must complete multiple steps, such as submitting information to several PHAs, which can discourage them from taking advantage of program portability.245 HUD changed its portability regulations in 2015, with the goal of improving the portability process,246 but we did not find any studies evaluating the impact of those changes.

Another barrier to mobility out of high-poverty areas for voucher holders is the method by which the subsidy is calculated. The subsidy is generally the difference between the PHA payment standard and approximately 30 percent of the voucher holder’s income. The basic PHA payment standard is anywhere between 90 percent and 110 percent of the rent ceiling for housing in the area set by HUD, called the fair market rent (FMR).247 Typically, HUD has set a FMR across an entire metropolitan area, which means that the FMR may be too high in lower income neighborhoods, and too low in higher income neighborhoods.248 This can make it harder for voucher holders to move to areas of opportunity, may incentivize landlords to aggressively recruit voucher holders in high-poverty areas, and can result in housing authorities paying too much for HCV units, or to the concentration of poverty and/or racial segregation.
One response to these concerns has been to change the method of calculating FMR. As of April 1, 2018, HUD began requiring PHAs in 24 metropolitan areas to use Small Area FMRs (SAFMR); other PHAs may use them voluntarily.251 This method of calculation is based on U.S. Postal ZIP codes and is a means of establishing rent standards that are more closely aligned with neighborhood markets, and promoting the use of vouchers in higher opportunity neighborhoods. To date, research exploring the impact of SAFMRs on HCV location outcomes is mixed. Researchers have found that SAFMR does enable households to move to lower poverty neighborhoods by increasing the availability of units in those neighborhoods, and decreasing the number of HCV units in lower-rent areas. However, there is evidence that in some cities there will be a net loss of HCV units as the increased number of units available in higher-rent ZIP codes does not compensate for the units lost in moderate and low-rent ZIP codes.252

Just as the voucher program was expected to assist low income renters in relocating to more resourced neighborhoods, so too was it expected to promote employment and economic self-sufficiency among voucher holders. Evidence of the employment and economic impacts of the program is mixed.253

Other Federal Renter Support Mechanisms

Over the past several decades, there have been multiple strategies aimed at increasing the economic and employment enhancing impacts of rental assistance programs. Two of these approaches are the Family Self Sufficiency (FSS) program and the Moving to Work (MTW) demonstration program. (A third model, the Rent Reform Demonstration, is currently under evaluation.254) Evidence on the effect of these programs can inform policies that require work or training as a condition of housing benefits. The FSS program,255 in which many PHAs participate, was established in 1990 by the National Affordable Housing Act, and is governed by federal regulations.256 Through the program, PHAs connect participating families with employment-related services, and establish an escrow account into which any rent increase that results from an earnings increase is placed. Once a family successfully completes the program, they have access to the funds in the escrow account.257 There have been multiple studies of FSS programs. The most rigorous evaluation to date was conducted by MDRC in New York City using a randomized controlled trial.258 The researchers concluded that the FSS intervention alone did not produce positive effects on earnings or employment. However, FSS, when combined with a cash incentive, led to gains in earnings and employment for household heads that were not working at the start of the study.259 While this study did not find positive results for FSS participants who did not get the incentive, findings from less rigorous evaluations showed that FSS led to benefits for graduates of the program, such as higher household earnings and rates of purchasing a home.260

The MTW demonstration program was established in 1996. MTW allows participating PHAs to spend some of the money designated for rental assistance on approaches to, among other things, increasing the economic self-sufficiency of households in rental assistance programs.261 There are 39 PHAs participating in MTW,262 with plans to expand the program to another 100 agencies.263 As of 2018, nine MTW agencies have implemented work requirements.264 There have been two major studies to date — an evaluation of the Charlotte Housing Authority and, most recently, the Chicago Housing Authority — that aimed to understand the impacts of work requirements authorized by MTW.265 Results from Charlotte indicate that resident employment increased significantly when work requirements were enforced, but average hours worked did not increase; sanctions for noncompliance did not increase evictions or other forms of negative move-outs, although this is
attributed to the emphasis placed on helping residents comply rather than on penalizing them; and most residents (80 percent) generally support the work requirement. The authors of the Charlotte report warn that the costs of making work requirements successful may serve as a substantial obstacle to bringing this strategy to scale.

Results from Chicago’s study also showed an increase in employment, as well as an increase in household income, although the authors note these findings could have been influenced by recession recovery efforts and a rise in Chicago’s minimum wage. The study also indicated that lack of access to affordable and reliable child care was a barrier to employment. Similarly to Charlotte, the Chicago work requirement was not enforced using eviction, and most residents supported the policy.

It is urged that, before MTW is expanded, more evidence is needed through quality evaluations as to whether and how work requirements would promote self-sufficiency.

The Mortgage Interest Deduction

In contrast to rental vouchers, the home mortgage interest deduction (MID) has traditionally been fully funded via the tax system. Before the changes made to the MID by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) in 2017, its $70 billion plus annual cost was more than double the combined cost of LIHTC and the HCV program. Despite its popularity, this policy favoring tax-payer subsidized home ownership over rental residency has contributed to poverty concentration and racial segregation. Its benefits have gone primarily to higher-income households with larger mortgages and itemized deductions; it has also favored people who could make the necessary down payment, which is the biggest barrier to homeownership for those with low-incomes.

Leaving aside the social differential of investing in renting versus owning, the belief that the MID promotes more home ownership is not supported by the literature, particularly for those in the lowest income brackets. In fact, one paper suggests that eliminating the MID would cause a reduction in housing prices, an increase in homeownership, a decline in the amount of mortgage debt, and improvement in welfare. We did not find any evidence on the effects of the recent change to the MID. Research is needed to evaluate the impacts of a reduction in the MID on housing outcomes, especially considering the high costs of the deduction.

The Earned Income Tax Credit

The earned income tax credit (EITC) has become one of the largest federal antipoverty mechanisms in the U.S. The federal government, 29 states, and the District of Columbia have EITCs, and all states but Minnesota base the amount on the federal credit. Evidence shows that implementing an EITC can result in poverty reduction for households. There is also evidence that the credit is beneficial for maternal and infant health, and may increase a child’s future earnings. Some EITC recipients use a portion of the money received to pay debts, but is EITC a resource for better housing?

Research from multiple studies using surveys and/or interviews found that some people use the EITC to pay housing-related costs such as rent, utilities, outstanding housing bills and debts, or as a down payment for a house. However, the literature on the impact of EITC on housing stability is limited to one peer-reviewed article and a working paper. The former presents mixed evidence that EITC helps families stay in gentrifying neighborhoods. The working paper assessed a $1,000 expansion of the EITC and found that, while it decreased the doubling up of families in a home, and may decrease the number of moves per year, it did not reduce homelessness or eviction. While the EITC might not have a known effect on housing stability, it is plausible to believe that by covering other expenditures the EITC helps families pay rent.
Using the EITC directly for rental housing can be difficult because housing expenses typically are incurred monthly, while the EITC refund comes once a year; thus, using the EITC for housing costs depends upon the beneficiary’s ability to budget the credit throughout the year, or upon a landlord’s agreement to take a lump sum to cover future months of rent.  

The Minimum Wage

It would be reasonable to posit that a “minimum wage” is the amount a working person needs to earn to cover basic life expenses, but the disconnect between the minimum wage and housing costs is striking. In no state does the minimum wage allow a full-time worker to pay less than 30 percent of annual income on a two-bedroom home at fair market rent. In 2018, a full-time minimum wage earner would need to work 122 hours a week to afford a two-bedroom apartment, or 99 hours a week to afford a one-bedroom apartment, at the national average fair market rent. As of August 2018, seven states, 10 large cities, and dozens of smaller cities and counties have increased or are increasing minimum wages to the $12–$15 range.

Although research on this topic “is in its infancy,” rapidly emerging health research is finding benefits in a higher minimum wage. Studies show that a higher minimum wage is associated with a reduced likelihood of unmet medical needs, reduced heart disease, decreased suicide rates, lower rates of new HIV diagnoses for heterosexual black adults, decreased smoking prevalence, reduced adolescent births, and reduced infant mortality. Minimum wage increases seem to have little, if any, harmful health effects.

There is chronic divergence in the literature about whether increasing the minimum wage reduces employment, starting with what data and methods should be used for analysis. While the weight of evidence seems to support the view that minimum wage hikes can and do benefit low-wage workers and do not reduce net employment, we could not find any peer-reviewed studies estimating the specific impact of an increase in the minimum wage on housing-related outcomes – prices, availability, or stability. Given the positive health and earnings effects of increases in the minimum wage, research is urgently needed on the impacts such increases have on housing affordability and stability.

Legal Protections Against Discriminatory and Predatory Lending

Affordable credit is an important resource for people who want to purchase homes, or who are renting on a tight budget. The category of “predatory lending” encompasses a variety of lending devices and practices that exploit consumers, both in housing finance and other kinds of borrowing. These practices may include: making loans to borrowers that they probably cannot afford to repay; inducing a borrower to repeatedly refinance a loan in order to charge additional fees; and concealing the true nature or terms of a loan. While there is no question about the value of credit to the poor or the wrongfulness of deceptive practices, regulation of predatory lending runs into the practical and political challenge of distinguishing exploitation from market pricing and reasonable legal risk management.

This section discusses legal levers meant to address discrimination and predatory lending in three areas: mortgage lending, contracts for deed, and consumer lending outside of the housing context. Predatory lending is bad in and of itself; it is also a common feature of discrimination. The comfortable notion that racial discrimination in housing finance is a thing of the past is belied by the current state of the market and predatory activities persisting right now. Rates of black home-ownership are now at levels last seen before the Fair Housing Act. As we report below, enforcement continues to uncover racially
discriminatory lending patterns in the banking sector, and the exploitation of the contract for deed seems to be growing.

**Mortgage Lending.** Discrimination in mortgage lending based on race or national origin — once the official government policy known as redlining — has long been outlawed but persists in practice, taking shape both in the outright denial of credit, and the provision of credit at higher interest or under more burdensome terms. An analysis of 31 million mortgage records in 61 metro areas in 2015 and 2016 found that black applicants were more likely to be denied a loan in 48 of the cities, and Hispanic applicants were more likely to be denied in 25 cities. An analysis of mortgages from 2015 conducted by the Pew Research Center found that black and Hispanic borrowers paid higher mortgage rates than White borrowers.

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) prohibits creditors from discriminating against an applicant for credit based on race, color, religion, national origin, sex or marital status, or age. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the CFPB are generally responsible for enforcing ECOA, although other federal agencies are responsible for enforcing ECOA as it relates to certain types of banks and other entities. When the FTC or CFPB believe a creditor has violated ECOA, they may refer the matter to DOJ recommending that a civil action be initiated. CFPB must refer the matter to DOJ if it believes a pattern or practice of discrimination regarding credit applications has occurred. In addition to ECOA, the Fair Housing Act prohibits discrimination in the mortgage lending context. DOJ may initiate a lawsuit under the Fair Housing Act if it believes a pattern or practice of discrimination has occurred in violation of the law, or when it receives a fair housing referral from HUD.

In recent years, multiple banks entered settlements to resolve allegations that they engaged in a pattern or practice of discriminatory mortgage lending against black and/or Hispanic borrowers. These settlements include amounts of $335 million (Countrywide Financial Corporation), $175 million (Wells Fargo), $21 million (SunTrust Mortgage, Inc.), and $9 million (Union Savings Bank and Guardian Savings Bank), among others. While these seem to be large settlements, a look at the revenue for some of these entities puts these amounts in perspective. In 2018, Wells Fargo had revenue of $86.4 billion, and SunTrust had revenue of $9.2 billion. Given these financials and the persistence of racial bias in lending practices, it is reasonable to question whether enforcement is frequent enough or penalties high enough to secure durable institutional change and compliance.

Predatory mortgage lending can also occur outside of the discrimination context. Generally, lending practices are considered predatory if they are deceptive, fraudulent, manipulate a borrower using aggressive sales tactics, or take unfair advantage of a borrower’s lack of knowledge about the mortgage lending process. A few frequently identified predatory practices and terms include: charging excessive fees and/or interest rates; lending regardless of the borrower’s ability to repay; and balloon payments. While predatory loans can be found in the prime market, it is much more likely that predatory lending will occur in the subprime market. Subprime loans are those that are provided to

“We sue HSBC Bank, we sue Wells Fargo Bank, we sue Bank of America. We get $500,000 here, we get $300,000 there. ... That’s a lot of money for our clients. It is, of course, nothing at all for the banks, and the banks don’t learn anything from that.”

—Marc Janowitz, East Bay Community Law Center
borrowers with relatively low credit scores; are made with little or no documentation; or have high loan-to-value ratios. Subprime lenders typically set interest rates on a sliding scale based on the credit risk of the borrower, and charge higher fees than lenders in the prime market. Although most predatory loans are made in the subprime market, not all subprime loans are predatory.

In addition to the Fair Housing Act and ECOA, federal laws protecting credit consumers include the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank); the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA); the Truth in Lending Act (TILA); the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA); the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA); and the Housing and Economic Recovery Act (HERA). Dodd-Frank was one of the most expansive laws to result from the foreclosure crisis. Among other provisions, Dodd-Frank established the CFPB as a new consumer protection agency; created a requirement that creditors must determine a borrower’s ability to repay before making a mortgage loan; and provided for rules for the ability-to-repay determination. In 2018 the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act was passed, which made changes to Dodd-Frank, including specifying different terms that constitute a qualified mortgage for banks or credit unions below a specified threshold.

Other protections in federal law include requiring the assessment of how banks are helping to meet the credit needs of the communities in which they are located; requiring the uniform disclosure of credit terms and settlement costs; restricting the use of some terms, such as balloon payments and prepayment penalties, in high-cost loans; and requiring states to create a licensing and registration system for mortgage loan originators.

There is limited empirical evidence on the impact that federal regulation has had on mortgage lending. There have been few studies looking at the effects of Dodd-Frank on mortgage lending, we found one study

looking at some impacts of HERA, and the literature on the impact of the CRA consists of disputes among commentators.

All states have their own laws addressing predatory lending. These vary in the practices they regulate, and there is little data on their impact. Most of the studies evaluating the impact of these laws have focused on North Carolina because it was the first state to enact anti-predatory lending laws in 1999. Researchers have consistently found that North Carolina’s laws are effective at reducing loans with abusive characteristics while still allowing low-risk consumers to access loans without risky terms. The states with more restrictive laws result in increases in subprime rejections, and decreases both in loans with risky terms and in default rates. There is not a consensus on the effects these laws have on subprime originations.

Contracts for deed. The “contract for deed,” also known as a land installment contract, is a home finance mechanism in which the seller, rather than a bank, finances the loan. The seller retains the ownership of the home until the buyer has fully paid the purchase price in installments. The contract is executed without the costs and formalities of a mortgage. This makes it attractive to buyers who are unlikely to qualify for a mortgage, but also carries far fewer protections for the buyer. Contracts for deed typically place all the obligations of homeownership (such as making substantial repairs) on buyers without the benefits of equity, while allowing the seller to retake possession of the property in the event a payment is missed.

These contracts have long been a tool for predatory sellers, and there has been a racial disparity in their use. A 2019 report from a Duke research center used land title records to investigate the widespread use of the contract for deed in Chicago in the 1950s and 1960s, an era when real-estate speculators were instigating and profiting from “white flight” and high demand for home ownership among blacks. Their conservative estimates paint a picture of acute
exploitation with long-term effects. The researchers estimated that the speculators using contracts for deed flipped houses at an average price that was 84 percent higher than the price they had paid, while black Chicago residents buying homes through contracts for deed paid an average of $587 more per month than they would have with an FHA mortgage. Taking into consideration that many of the contracts were designed to fail, and the willingness of courts to evict buyers who missed their payments, the total amount of money collectively lost by the black community in Chicago by virtue of this mechanism was estimated at between $3.2 billion and $4 billion.

This is not just a question of the lingering effects of past wrongs. Since the foreclosure crisis of the late 2000s, large investors have bought large quantities of foreclosed homes and appear to be selling them through contracts for deed. In the Twin Cities metro area, recorded contracts for deed increased by 50 percent between 2007 and 2013. In Detroit, contracts for deed outnumbered mortgage transactions in 2015. According to the 2009 American Housing Survey (the last survey to track contract for deed ownership), there were almost 3.5 million contracts for deed outstanding in the U.S. The rise in such sales is also notable in that, in at least some places, the houses in the commercial inventory have largely come from Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s inventory of failed loans, meaning that federal policies have in part influenced the revival of this mechanism. Housing and consumer advocates have expressed concern that the contract for deed supports a systematically exploitative business model in which the contract is designed to enrich the seller but “built to fail” for the buyer.

The federal TILA applies to sellers of contracts for deed who engage in more than five transactions per year, unless the deed is paid for in four installments or less and no interest payments are required. TILA requires CFPB to issue regulations to prohibit mortgage terms that are unfair, deceptive, or designed to evade TILA’s regulation, but to date CFPB has not regulated contracts for deed. State regulation of contracts for deed varies, but is mostly light. Some states, like Oklahoma and Texas, have provided extensive protection for buyers, making contracts for deed more like, or effectively equivalent to, mortgages. Other states regulate contracts for deed by establishing required contents of a contract; requiring sellers to record contracts; allowing contracts to be converted into a deed and mortgage after a certain point; providing extended cure periods; requiring sellers to proceed with foreclosure rather than forfeiture to recover the property under certain conditions; and capping interest rates charged on contracts for deed. Given the continued heavy use of these instruments, and the potential for unfairness or abuse, the distribution, character and effectiveness of regulation is an extremely important question – and a largely unanswered one.

We found only one study that attempted to assess state regulatory impact. Reported in an article by Way and Wood, a study commissioned by the state legislature in Texas found that several reforms between 1995 and 2005 had substantially reduced the use of contracts for deed by investors, but that individual home owners in lower-income communities were still using the device, often illegally. The study also found that investors were finding work-arounds and other ways to exploit buyers in the housing market. The study shows that state regulation can influence the commercial use of contracts for deed, but more research on this topic is urgently needed.

Consumer lending outside of the housing context. For many renters and lower-income homeowners, keeping the home requires short-term credit to smooth shocks and plug gaps between needs and spending. Those who have bank accounts and equity in their homes can often get credit on favorable terms, but less affluent people by necessity turn to short-term, unsecured loans such as bank overdrafts or so-called “payday loans.” In recent years some banks and credit unions
have started to offer small dollar loans, but most have not entered that market. Use of fringe services for loans is associated with a 38 percent higher prevalence of poor or fair health. Although there has been limited epidemiological research on short-term loans to date, one study indicates that a history of short-term borrowing is associated with worse health outcomes such as higher blood pressure, obesity, self-reported physical health symptoms, and anxiety.

Literature in the area of short-term credit has predominantly focused on payday loans, describing the characteristics of the borrowers and the impacts of state-level regulations. Payday loans are a frequently used form of short-term credit, with 12 million borrowers every year, and some taking 12 or more loans per year. Payday loans are expensive, so borrowers often end up spending more in interest and fees than they borrowed in principle. The large expenditure on interest often forces borrowers to forgo a hefty chunk of their paycheck to repay the loan, and to need another loan to meet other expenses. For 1-in-10 borrowers, the first loan is for a housing-related expense.

The CFPB issued a rule in 2017 requiring payday lenders to determine a borrower’s ability to pay before making a loan. However, prior to the compliance date for that part of the rule (August 19, 2019), the CFPB issued a proposed rule to rescind that provision. The CFPB has yet to issue a final rule on the matter. At the state level, 37 states have laws that allow payday lending. Many of these laws impose restrictions, such as establishing a maximum interest rate (typically 36 percent), capping loan amounts or loan payments based on income, limiting the number of loans that can be taken within a specific time period, and extending loan terms.

The evidence on the impact of payday lending regulation is mixed. Some evidence indicates that payday lending restrictions can protect consumers in a way that does not limit access to credit (e.g., regulation decreases the number of payday lending

“I have been doing research with people with mental illness about debt. I realized that the debt that burdens them most isn’t from borrowing, it’s from unpaid bills – arrears. Utility arrears is the most common one. But also being behind on your rent and therefore having a late fee, so owing the back rent and the fee. There can be also fees associated with not paying your utility bill – if you get disconnected you not only have to pay your bill, you have to pay a fee to get reconnected.”

– Annie Harper, Yale School of Medicine
stores, but increases the number of borrowers per store), but most of the literature in this area focuses on restrictions in Colorado. The little research we found addressing other states looks specifically at the effectiveness of regulation in the form of rate and/or fee caps, and indicates that these mechanisms may protect consumers from unfair practices. However, the Center for Responsible Lending has reported that, other than rate caps of 36 percent, payday lending regulations did not stop borrowers from being trapped in long-term debt. Research suggests that in states where the interest rate cap is 36 percent or lower, payday lenders will not operate stores, and there may be an increased use of other potentially unfavorable credit options for payday borrowers such as overdraft services or pawnbrokers. More research is needed to know if payday lending restrictions can effectively protect consumers without cutting off access to short-term credit, and what impacts such regulations have.

Much less has been written about overdraft fees as a routine resort for short-term credit. Overdraft credit offers services to low-income borrowers similar to payday loans, but the cost of overdraft credit tends to be even higher. In 2017, the median overdraft fee for frequent over-drafters was $34 per transaction. A Pew Charitable Trust study found that for approximately a quarter of payday loan borrowers, overdrafts were used to repay their payday loans. Currently the only federal regulation of overdraft credit is the Federal Reserve mandate that consumers consent to the possibility of over-drawing on their ATM or debit transactions. The focus of this regulation is ensuring that consumers do not unintentionally use overdraft services, rather than ensure that the resulting credit is fair. In the few years following the promulgation of that rule, almost one-third of frequent overdraft users opted in to overdraft services. Some states have laws regulating overdraft fees, but we did not find any evaluation of those laws.

Households can become indebted to landlords, private companies, and the government. Arrears in general can function as a form of short-term credit, though little is known about the scale of arrears in the overall debt of those with low incomes. Research shows that over 30 percent of families choose not to pay rent and/or utilities when faced with monthly financial shortfalls. Like other forms of short-term credit, non-payment of debts is expensive: arrears can accrue substantial amounts in surcharges and interest. Unlike formal credit, insufficient payments can eventually result in loss of property or services. Late or nonpayment of rent can result in eviction, and utility arrears are a “trigger for home loss” when utility companies shut off service for nonpayment. Most states have usury laws regulating interest rates, which may apply to arrearages, but these laws vary widely and many have exceptions for certain types of transactions. The evidence base on the effects of usury laws is small and out of date.

Legal Financial Obligations (LFOs)

With little cash assistance and access to credit, and with predatory practices such as payday lending being the only option for millions, any financial shock can be the difference between having a home or not. Being poor, especially a poor person of color, means that too often the financial shock comes in the form of an encounter with the police or other government authority. The imposition of legal financial obligations, which include fees, fines, and bail, in connection with criminal justice charges or civil offenses has become a widespread sanction in the U.S. In this section we focus on fees and fines for minor municipal code and traffic violations. The financial impact of bail and fees that stem from incarceration raise the same issues of financial stress, but, like incarceration in general, is beyond the scope of this report. To be able to make rent, households need stable incomes, good wages, ability to borrow, and to avoid shocks that affect both their pocket and their stability.

Arrest is a widespread phenomenon throughout the
country. The FBI estimated that in 2017 more than 10.5 million people were arrested in the U.S.\textsuperscript{394} Arrest has multiple potential collateral consequences. Pre-trial detention due to inability to pay bail could lead to job loss, or to debt if loans are used to make bail.\textsuperscript{395} A criminal record or on-going process, even if for a minor offense, could prevent a person from getting their next job, or cause loss of eligibility for housing. Involvement in the criminal justice system is a well-documented barrier to acquiring and maintaining stable housing.\textsuperscript{396} The impact continues as a person’s involvement with the criminal justice system proceeds. With 2.2 million Americans in prisons and jails,\textsuperscript{397} families pay hundreds of dollars every month just to keep in touch with their incarcerated loved ones.\textsuperscript{398} Even people who are not detained may suffer negative health effects from exposure to intrusive policing. In 2016, during the peak of stop-and-frisk in New York City, the New York Police Department stopped 685,724 people, the majority of whom were black or Hispanic.\textsuperscript{399} Although the vast majority of these stops (94 percent) did not lead to arrest,\textsuperscript{400} there was evidence of widespread harm including post-traumatic stress and anxiety.\textsuperscript{401}

Less dramatic events than arrests and incarceration also have impacts on ability to make rent or mortgage payments. Municipal offenses like traffic and “quality of life” violations can have significant economic consequences. We lack comprehensive national data on the number of such fines or the amount of revenue they generate,\textsuperscript{402} but local investigations have raised concern at a time when cities face harsh fiscal constraints.\textsuperscript{403} Municipalities such as Ferguson, MO, have used enforcement of minor code violations to fund city operations. In 2015, the Justice Department found that in Ferguson “revenue generation is stressed heavily within the police department, and that the message comes from City leadership.”\textsuperscript{404} Not far from Ferguson, in Pagedale, MO, the violation of barbequing in the front lawn or “wearing one’s pants below the waist” could be punished with a citation and monetary penalty.\textsuperscript{405} This practice of using citizens “as human ATMs,” to cite former Missouri state senator Eric Schmitt,\textsuperscript{406} is not unique to Missouri.

In Las Vegas, the income level of a neighborhood is a strong determinant of the likelihood of a parking ticket.\textsuperscript{407} As of 2015 in California, 4 million people had their license suspended, and African-Americans were between two-to-four times more likely to be pulled over for a traffic stop than white people.\textsuperscript{408} Court-ordered license suspensions for people who can’t pay minor traffic tickets lead to people either losing their tool of commute or driving without a license, which exposes them to more fines.\textsuperscript{409} Every year Chicago issues 3 million tickets for minor offenses such as parking offenses and car compliance violations,\textsuperscript{410} and low-income black residents of Chicago are more likely than other groups to be pushed to bankruptcy due to unpaid ticket debt.\textsuperscript{411} In New Orleans, black residents bear most of the weight of paying bail, fines and fees.\textsuperscript{412}

We do not know the exact number of such fines or the amount of revenue they generate, as there are few, if any, publicly available data.\textsuperscript{413} However, as illustrated in the examples above, this method of collecting revenue through LFOs has grown as localities face budget shortfalls.\textsuperscript{414} These fines are expensive and unexpected,\textsuperscript{415} making it particularly difficult for the poor to pay them in a timely manner.\textsuperscript{416} The fines for petty citations and violations can worsen the situation of the poor, and may disproportionately affect black and Hispanic individuals.\textsuperscript{417} Paying these monetary sanctions increases the risk of losing housing, transportation, employment, community services, driver’s licenses, and government benefits.\textsuperscript{418} While such citations and violations are theoretically too minor for incarceration, missed court appearances or nonpayment of fines can lead to warrants and jail sentences.\textsuperscript{419}

Some states and municipalities have enacted laws that aim to reduce the impact of legal financial obligations on those with low incomes.\textsuperscript{420} Some of these laws include provisions capping fine amounts,\textsuperscript{421}
prohibiting court costs for indigent defendants;\textsuperscript{422} requiring the reinstatement of drivers’ licenses that were suspended for failure to pay certain fees or fines;\textsuperscript{423} allowing waivers or reduced fees or costs for low-income individuals;\textsuperscript{424} allowing participation in community service as an alternative to paying fees or fines;\textsuperscript{425} and allowing installment plans.\textsuperscript{426} Although two cities experimented with the idea several decades ago, as far as we can determine, no U.S. jurisdictions have adopted the European model of “day fines,” in which monetary penalties are set in terms of a number of days of the offender’s annual income.\textsuperscript{427}

Just as there is no comprehensive research on the prevalence of burdensome monetary sanctions for municipal or traffic offenses, we found virtually no evidence on the efficacy of laws aimed at reducing them. We did find one report publishing results of California’s 18-month Statewide Infraction Amnesty Program,\textsuperscript{428} which was a one-time program to provide relief to people with unpaid court-ordered debt. According to the report, the program resulted in a large reduction of debt, the collection of more than $45 million in gross revenue, and more than 246,000 individuals who qualified to have their driver’s license reinstated.\textsuperscript{429} Most of these putatively protective state laws are relatively new, and there seems to be a trend towards passing this type of legislation. They present an urgent case for evaluation.

The Supreme Court’s ruling in \textit{Bearden v. Georgia} could potentially protect against harm resulting from unpaid fees or fines.\textsuperscript{430} In \textit{Bearden}, the Court held that if a fine is imposed as a penalty for a crime, a person cannot be imprisoned for failure to pay if they do not have the resources to make the payment.\textsuperscript{431} We found one report and a couple of articles discussing the impact of this case on reducing the harms of legal financial obligations. These sources noted that the practices of many courts do not adhere to \textit{Bearden},\textsuperscript{432} and most defendants are not aware of the rights provided to them under that case.\textsuperscript{433}

“Actually, we know exactly what we need to do, and now the question is, do we have the political will, and do we have the leadership that would get us to those goals, to find a way through the politics, through the many layers of government that have some say in this area? How do we get all those people to work together? That is hard.”

– Paul Jargowsky, Rutgers University-Camden, Center for Urban Research and Education

\textbf{Domain 5: Governance and Planning}

Governance, broadly defined, is “the management of the course of events in a social system.”\textsuperscript{434} This open-textured definition is meant to capture not just the governing work of governments, but also the often equally or more powerful influence of corporations, foundations, not-for-profits, and other formal and informal entities outside government. As we observed in Report Two, housing in America exemplifies a tough governance problem. For the most part, the research illuminating housing governance confirms that the layers and silos are many, and the success stories are few. Although the research on individual legal levers we have presented above provides some insight on powers that actors in the housing system can wield, research provides little in the way of direct evidence for any particular approach to organizing the governance of housing.
Local Government Law

The fact that so much of the direct regulation of housing is vested in local government, and therefore heavily determined by local politics and opinion, is perhaps the single most important characteristic of housing governance in the U.S. Local governments enact and/or manage domains including zoning, building and housing codes, code enforcement, nuisance property laws, housing courts, and rent control. Local opinion and interest groups drive these decisions. That does not mean that local control is exclusive. Federally-funded housing authorities are often established at the city level, but are more or less independent of local mayors and city councils in that they are regulated by federal rules. Even at the local level, legal powers related to housing are often splintered: schools are often managed by independent school boards, governing districts that cross city lines; transportation may be overseen by a regional transit agency over which individual municipalities have only limited control.

There are success stories of local governments working to promote health equity in housing. The cases of Oak Park, IL, and Montgomery County, MD, were both cited by our interviewees and in the literature as important, if unique, instances of long-term work to ensure and preserve affordability and socio-economic diversity. Other places, like Seattle and Spokane, WA, the Twin Cities, MN, and Oakland, CA, are given credit for trying, but while local governments appear to have the ability to fight off health equity in housing, their power to build it on their own is limited.

Although local government entities are powerful, their power is a function of state law. The boundaries and authority of local government, school boards, transportation and other agencies are set by state law. States decide how to allocate authority among them, and what powers to grant or withhold. States can do this through broad local government legislation, or the creation of city home rule charters, or by selectively preempting areas of regulation such as inclusionary zoning, rent control, and source of income anti-discrimination laws. States therefore can require or allow local governments to enact housing-related policies, or can prohibit them from doing so. An Oregon statute, for example, bars any city or county in the state from using its charter to prohibit multifamily housing, attached housing, or subsidized housing from residential zones. Some states (e.g., California, Florida, and Oregon) have enacted legislation requiring that municipalities include affordable housing in their local housing plans, or making it easier for developers to build affordable housing (e.g., Massachusetts 40B). We have discussed other mechanisms of state control, like the Mount Laurel doctrine, earlier in this Report. Of course, state power over local authority can itself be blunted by local politics.

Given the considerable evidence that localities are powerful forces in supporting or suppressing affordable housing and socio-economic integration, the important research question in the realm of local governance is whether and how moderating influences available in state or federal law can be effective in pushing localities to more inclusive policies. We will discuss regional planning, litigation and various rules related to housing money below. In this section we look at the evidence that state limits on local discretion are effective in producing more affordable and diverse places.

The California Housing Element Law requires that all municipalities in the state create a plan addressing housing needs, production, and affordability. The evidence on the impact of this law indicates that it has helped to slightly increase affordable housing in California, but has not come close to meeting the affordable housing demand in the state.

An evaluation of Massachusetts’ Comprehensive Permit Law (40B) and local regulation found some evidence that the law was being successfully used for its intended purpose. This evaluation, which analyzed data in approximately one-third of Massachusetts’
municipalities (all surrounding Boston), indicates that the majority of rental units studied were built using 40B provisions, and that developers were more likely to use 40B in municipalities that had strict regulation of multifamily development. A study of Massachusetts and three other states suggests that laws aimed at reducing the ability of municipalities to limit affordable housing, or making it easier for developers to build such housing, can result in restrictively zoned localities having more affordable housing than they would if no such laws existed. We found only one analysis of Florida’s Growth Management Act, which indicates that initially after the Act was passed there was no association with increased affordability, but when municipalities updated their plans later, affordable housing increased. Overall, the evidence is slim, but the presumption remains that states have the legal authority to dramatically limit local suppression of affordable housing.

State government may impact housing indirectly through its authority over schools. It has been argued that consolidating school districts so that they operate regionally, rather than operating over a small unit of government, could result in more equitable land use decisions. Schools are a large part of local government expenditures, and often account for a large portion of property taxes collected. In New Jersey, average school tax revenues generated by a residential property fall far short of the average public school expense for one student. Property taxes paid by commercial properties and households without school-aged children make up the difference. Therefore, municipalities have an incentive to enact exclusionary zoning laws that encourage non-residential properties and discourage higher-density residential properties. If school districts were operated over a larger unit of government such as a county, then the school expense would be shared by the all of the municipalities in the county. With a regional approach to school districts, the incentive for a municipality to have a mall or office park is reduced since the tax revenue it generates will go to a county-wide pool of money that pays for all the schools in the county. Similarly, the incentive to discourage higher density, affordable housing would be diminished because “when one municipality approves a residential development, any children who move into that development will be educated at schools that are paid for using revenues raised from taxing the entire county's property tax base, not just those properties located within the municipality hosting the new development.”

Throughout the 20th century there was a trend towards the consolidation of school districts. Between 1940 and 2013, the number of school districts in the United States reduced from about 117,000 to 14,000. Consolidation is not as common today as it once was, but multiple states continue to encourage school districts to consolidate through a variety of incentives, including financial aid. However, some states discourage consolidation by compensating small scale school districts. The evidence is mixed regarding the impacts of school consolidation on costs and academic achievement. Much of the literature indicates that consolidating small districts into larger districts may result in substantial cost savings. However, some studies show that there may be offsetting costs that minimize savings, and others indicate that costs savings are not likely. As for student performance, one examination of the literature noted that about half of the research suggests there is higher academic achievement for students in smaller schools, and the other half indicates no difference in achievement based on school size. We found few studies looking at the housing-related effects of school district consolidation.

Regional Planning Law

In the United States, the challenge of integrating action on housing, economic development, transportation, education, population growth and urban design across city, county, and school district
“So, you need to have regional entities with real capacity, real ability to cross barriers, real ability to create incentives to work cooperatively, and you have to solve the combination of problems in every single metro area in the United States that are a combination of center city, first-ring, inner ring suburban city.”

– Nestor Davidson, Fordham University School of Law

Governance Element of Other Legal Levers

Some of the legal levers previously discussed in this report are, in part, efforts to adopt a regional approach to housing problems. For example, the AFFH rule was intended to incentivize regional collaboration by encouraging multiple jurisdictions to submit an Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) together (24 C.F.R. § 5.156). In addition, the rule requires that each AFH identify the following, within both the jurisdiction and the region: patterns of integration and segregation;
racially or ethnically concentrated areas of poverty; significant disparities in access to opportunity for a protected class; and disproportionate housing needs for a protected class (24 C.F.R. § 5.154 (d)). However, due to the effective suspension of the AFH submissions, it is unknown to what extent this regional collaboration will occur, or whether any such collaboration will succeed past the AFH submission to HUD.

Litigation is both a lever for enforcement by government, and a mechanism through which non-governmental entities can gain a formal legal role in housing governance. Businesses subject to regulation can use lawsuits to fend off or deter legislation. Tenants, citizens and non-governmental organizations can use lawsuits to enforce the law when government doesn’t, and to gain a long-term seat at the decision-making table. Examples are many, including the Mount Laurel cases, Hills v. Gautreaux, Thompson v. HUD, and Walker v. HUD.

By creating an obligation for municipalities to provide a fair share of the region’s affordable housing, the Mount Laurel cases brought light to the idea that a regional planning approach could be used to reduce exclusionary zoning practices. Many have resisted the Mount Laurel mandate of providing regional fair share housing for all communities, resulting in a series of lawsuits regarding the issue. However, the Mount Laurel doctrine has influenced how advocates think about regional housing policy in other states. Approximately 60,000 affordable housing units have been built in New Jersey suburbs as a result of the Mount Laurel cases. A study of residents of affordable units, as certified by the Council on Affordable Housing, showed that 22 percent of respondents earning less than $25,000 per year moved from an urban to a non-urban municipality (24 percent of all respondents made such a move). Overall, white households with moderate incomes have benefited more than households with low incomes and people of color. In addition, the Mount Laurel doctrine has not achieved racial integration in New Jersey. Nevertheless, even critics recognize that the Mount Laurel litigation has been effective in emphasizing the concepts of fair share and regionalism.

In Hills v. Gautreaux, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Seventh Circuit’s order that a comprehensive metropolitan area plan be adopted to desegregate the public housing system in Chicago. The case “established the proposition that HUD shared responsibility with local defendants for intentional housing segregation, and could be required to promote regional housing integration as part of a comprehensive court remedy.” The Gautreaux litigation is a good example of the use of consent decrees as a governance mechanism. After the Court’s decision, the Gautreaux plaintiffs and HUD reached an agreement regarding the remedy, which was formalized in a consent decree. The agreement established the Gautreaux mobility program in the Chicago metropolitan area – the first major housing mobility program in the U.S. As part of the agreement, HUD contracted with the Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities (a Chicago-based public interest organization) to administer the program, rather than administration by the public housing authority. The Leadership Council was a private, non-profit organization that worked to eliminate housing discrimination in the Chicago region by providing counseling and education.
The parties recognized the value the Leadership Council could add to the mobility program because of its knowledge of the area and experience in counseling. The Leadership Council played a significant role in administering the program, including selecting tenants to participate, providing housing counseling to participating tenants, identifying landlords to participate in the program, and educating landlords in order to dispel stereotypes. The mobility program established by Gautreaux helped at least 7,100 families move to new homes throughout the Chicago metropolitan area. Through the program, most families were able to move to lower-poverty communities that were much less racially segregated than those in which they had been living. In addition, most families participating in the program continued to live in lower-poverty, more integrated communities for at least 15-20 years. The Gautreaux consent decree with HUD is an example of the ability of parties in litigation to agree to terms not specified in the law, which could include vesting in a private organization powers that are usually held by a public housing authority or government agency. This program influenced other housing mobility efforts, including the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program, which arose from Thompson v. HUD, and Inclusive Communities Project’s Mobility Assistance Program, which arose from Walker v. HUD, cases similar to Gautreaux.

The fair housing enforcement role of private organizations also gives them some governance purchase. HUD’s Fair Housing Initiatives Program supports more than 130 agencies that can be a voice for fair housing beyond their specific enforcement role. Government funding of, and cooperation with, private organizations can be voluntary means to improve the management of public programs. A good example is mobility programs designed to make it easier for someone to use a housing voucher in the larger metropolitan region, rather than only within the city limits, thus providing opportunity to live in low-poverty, well-resourced neighborhoods.

There are a few examples of providing housing vouchers at a regional level without the mandate of a court order or settlement. Some cities, including Portland, OR, Jacksonville, FL, Hartford, CT, and Rochester, NY, have housing authorities that administer the Housing Choice Voucher Program throughout the entire region. Four formal consortia have been formed in various areas (Northwest Ohio; Pima County, AZ; Covington, KY; and The Dalles, OR, and Dallesport, WA) to establish a common set of forms and procedures across the jurisdictions within those regions. In the MTO demonstration nonprofit organizations partnered with some housing authorities to help voucher holders move to low-poverty neighborhoods.

LIHTC is another legal lever with an important governance element. As discussed in the LIHTC section of this report, tax credits are allocated mostly by state agencies, and by a few city agencies, through a QAP. This means that while the LIHTC program is administered by the Internal Revenue Service and governed by federal regulations, the decision regarding which developers receive credits is ultimately made by states and some localities. Adding to the complexity of LIHTC governance, multiple states require local approval before awarding tax credits for a project. The IRS has issued a ruling stating that the tax code neither requires nor encourages state agencies to reject proposals that do not have local approval. At least one state (Maryland) has removed the local approval requirement from its QAP and regulations as part of an agreement to resolve a HUD fair housing complaint filed against the state. Because there are multiple actors involved in the governance of the LIHTC allocation process, research is needed on the most efficient and effective way to distribute credits in a manner that promotes health equity in housing.

The issue of the governance of the housing system in the United States will be explored in more detail in our fifth report.
Conclusion

In a systems perspective, lack of evidence is crippling to progress, but evidence alone is not enough. Research can and should be integrated into a strategic program of action within and eventually across levers and domains. Research can be used to understand insufficient impact: We know that the Fair Housing Act is being enforced to some degree, but not why its effects on segregation have been so disappointing. Research can be used to develop and test interventions: We reported here on research that suggests that proactive housing code enforcement built on complete landlord registration is a promising tool for reducing tenant exposure to lead and other hazards. What’s needed now is a deliberate, multi-city effort to test and refine this mechanism, to produce a scalable model that can be deliberately disseminated. And research can be used to draw attention to critical opportunities: evidence shows that housing vouchers can ease access to housing and even change lives, but the success has not brought the funding needed to make the program available to everyone who could benefit; more research on the system and its effects can support advocacy for funding.

Our Next Report

The gaps in existing knowledge about the many laws influencing housing raise several questions about whether and how these legal levers can be used efficiently to achieve health equity in housing. As part of our study, we conducted interviews with several thought leaders in the housing field to learn how they are using law in their work to promote safe, affordable housing, located in integrated healthy communities. In our fourth report, we explore the findings from these interviews, including examples of successful efforts to promote health equity in housing, and barriers to increasing racial and socio-economic integration. △

“Health people have been thinking for a long time about how to use data to improve both medical outcomes and public health. Housing people have ... I mean, we’re in the horse and buggy era in housing. ... We often have no idea if the interventions we’re doing work. So, I remain vehemently optimistic and vehemently realistic that we’re not close yet.”

– Nestor Davidson, Fordham University School of Law
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## Appendix: Important Unknowns about the Legal Levers for Health Equity in Housing (HEIH)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lever</th>
<th>Key Functions</th>
<th>Important Questions for HEIH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain 1: Increasing the Supply of New, Affordable Housing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Rules</td>
<td>Influences where affordable housing will be built</td>
<td>Can the allocation rules be used to promote more affordable housing in economically and racially mixed areas?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoning law</td>
<td>Governs where affordable units can be built</td>
<td>Is zoning as such a barrier to health equity in housing, or is it possible to identify specific rules or processes that block affordable housing development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant property regulations</td>
<td>Give local governments more authority to deal with vacant and abandoned properties</td>
<td>Do they reduce vacancy rates and support the maintenance of affordable units? How do they interact with other provisions, like rental property registration and tax forgiveness?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land banks</td>
<td>Facilitate clearance and transfer of titles of vacant properties to spur development</td>
<td>Is the current level of activity sufficient? If not, what will it take to scale land-banking? Can land bank rules support affordability and integration in the face of gentrification?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land trusts</td>
<td>Provide a land ownership mechanism to maintain long-term affordability</td>
<td>Is it scalable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building codes</td>
<td>Set minimum structural standards for new housing</td>
<td>How do the benefits of building codes compare with any increase in costs, and are there some requirements that have more health benefits than others?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain 2: Maintaining Existing Housing Affordable, Stable, and Safe</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing code enforcement</td>
<td>Ensure housing is free from health or safety hazards</td>
<td>Can promising models, such as strategic code enforcement and landlord registration, protect tenants and neighborhoods without pushing units out of the market?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landlord-tenant law</td>
<td>Regulate the relationship between landlords and tenants</td>
<td>To what extent are tenant protections enforced? Are tenants aware of these laws and how to use them to protect their rights? Do these laws have any impact on formal or informal evictions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Law</td>
<td>Regulate lead-based paint hazards</td>
<td>What are the impacts of proactive approaches to remediating lead hazards? Can these approaches be scaled?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever</td>
<td>Key Functions</td>
<td>Important Questions for HEIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuisance (or “crime free”) property ordinances</td>
<td>Make landlords responsible for regulating the conduct of their tenants</td>
<td>Do these laws influence the supply or cost of rental housing? Do laws that avoid treating emergency calls as nuisances have positive effects?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just-cause (or “good-cause”) eviction laws</td>
<td>Require that landlords only evict tenants for a good reason</td>
<td>Do these laws raise the cost of affordable housing? Do they promote housing stability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free legal representation in housing court</td>
<td>Provide free lawyers for all low-income tenants in eviction proceedings</td>
<td>What is the impact on informal eviction, housing costs, and city budgets?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eviction record laws</td>
<td>Regulate access to housing court records</td>
<td>Do these laws change the balance of power in informal evictions, help evicted tenants secure new housing, and/or create undue burdens for landlords?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent control</td>
<td>Prevent or delay large increases in rent</td>
<td>Can the benefits from rent control be achieved on a large scale? Can specific features of these laws avoid significant negative market effect?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage foreclosure and property tax foreclosure protections</td>
<td>Protect homeowners who are at risk of losing their home to foreclosure</td>
<td>How effective are these laws, and what are their impacts?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain 3: Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fair housing protections</strong></td>
<td>How can enforcement of fair housing laws be improved? What is the deterrent effect of these laws? How can fair housing law more effectively address segregation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prohibit housing discrimination based on specific protected classes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule</strong></td>
<td>Require HUD and its program participants to take meaningful steps to promote integration</td>
<td>Assuming the rule is not permanently suspended or repealed, how can this tool be used effectively to achieve health equity in housing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promote affordable housing construction</td>
<td>What features of inclusionary zoning laws are most effective for the development of affordable housing in a way that achieves integration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fair Share and other state-level inclusionary development mandates</strong></td>
<td>Require jurisdictions to provide their fair share of affordable housing, and make it easier to develop affordable housing</td>
<td>What are the most effective legal elements for promoting HEIH? Can they be scaled nationally?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever</td>
<td>Key Functions</td>
<td>Important Questions for HEIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain 4: Enhancing Economic Choice for the Poor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Rental Assistance programs</td>
<td>Provide subsidized housing for eligible renters, limiting rent payments to 30 percent of income</td>
<td>How can the Housing Choice Voucher program be used to significantly reduce poverty concentration and racial segregation? What are the mechanisms through which source of income discrimination laws increase voucher utilization in higher opportunity areas? Does the use of the small area fair market rent standard allow households to move into lower poverty neighborhoods and reduce instances of housing authorities paying more than they should for a voucher? What changes are needed to the administration of the program to enable or encourage moves to higher opportunity neighborhoods? What administrative changes are needed so that more voucher holders can actually use them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earned Income Tax Credit</td>
<td>Provide financial support for low- and moderate-income working families with children</td>
<td>Is the EITC effective in helping families avoid eviction and homelessness?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum wage</td>
<td>Establish a minimum wage that employers must pay</td>
<td>What is the impact of raising the minimum wage on housing prices, availability, and stability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer protections against predatory lending</td>
<td>Protect consumers from abusive and/or discriminatory terms in mortgages and other loans</td>
<td>Do current anti-discrimination and consumer protection laws as currently enforced sufficiently protect consumers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protections against legal financial obligations</td>
<td>Reduce the harmful impact of fees and fines that result from minor municipal code and traffic violations</td>
<td>What is the effectiveness of law aimed at reducing the harmful impact of legal financial obligations? What are the housing impacts of these laws?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain 5: Governance and Planning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government law</td>
<td>Regulate domains such as inclusionary zoning, building and housing codes, code enforcement, nuisance property laws, housing courts, and rent control</td>
<td>How effective have state legal efforts been in shaping local land-use? Can we identify the most effective models?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional planning law</td>
<td>Enable regional governance through approaches such as regional councils and urban growth areas</td>
<td>What is the housing impact of formal legal structures for regional planning?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance elements of other legal levers</td>
<td>Attempt to adopt a regional approach to housing problems</td>
<td>How can levers such as the AFFH rule, litigation, and LIHTC be used to successfully adopt a regional approach to housing problems?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>